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EX-BJP, NOW TRINAMOOL LEADER
BABUL SUPRIYO RESIGNS AS MP

INDIAN BANKS FACE RISE IN BAD
LOANS TO 8-9% OF LENDING -CRISIL

AMARINDER TO FORM PARTY, OPEN TO
SEAT PACT WITH BJP IN PUNJAB POLLS

SUMMONING OF OFFICERS DISCHARGING
PUBLIC DUTIES TO COURT NOT OK: SC

ormer BJP leader Babul Supriyo formally resigned as a
Member of Parliament or MP today, a month after he quit
the party to join the Mamata Banerjee-led Trinamool
Congress.Supriyo thanked the BJP leadership for the
confidence they had shown in him. The development comes
after the two-term MP from West Bengal's Asansol had on
September 20 - two days after joining the state's ruling
Trinamool Congress party - written to Lok Sabha Speaker Om
Birla, seeking a "brief" appointment with him to formally resign
as a member of the House.

ndian banks are likely to see a rise in gross non-performing
assets (NPA) to 8-9% of total lending at the end of this fiscal year
from 7.5% last year, rating agency CRISIL said in a report on
Tuesday. The rises will be led by retail clients and the micro, small
and medium (MSME) segments, said Krishnan Sitaraman, senior
director and deputy chief ratings officer, noting they represent 40%
of total bank credit. "Stressed assets in these segments are seen
rising to 4-5% and 17-18%, respectively, by this fiscal year-end.
The numbers would have trended even higher but for write-offs,
primarily in the unsecured segment," Sitaraman said.

unjab's former Chief Minister Amarinder Singh today
declared that he will form a new political party and
provided the farmers' protest is resolved, will
consider an alliance with the BJP and breakaway Akali
groups ahead of next year's assembly elections in the
state. Mr Singh had brushed off the possibility of joining
forces with the BJP last month after his meeting with
Union minister Amit Shah set off a huge buzz, claiming
they discussed the farmers' protest.

he Supreme Court has set aside an order of the Allahabad
High Court summoning Chairman and Regional Manager of a
bank saying summoning of the officers discharging public
duties is unwarranted. The top court was hearing an appeal filed
by Prathama UP Gramin Bank and others challenging an order
passed by the High Court through which it summoned the
Chairman of the bank to apprise him of how the officers of the
Bank are working. The high court had also directed the Regional
Manager of the Bank to appear in person and to file an affidavit
stating the number of persons working in the Bank as daily wager.
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TDP offices in AP attacked
PNS n VIJAYAWADA

The ruling YSR Congress Party
cadre on Tuesday allegedly ransacked the Telugu Desam Party’s
(TDP)
headquarters at
Mangalagiri, near here, offices at
Visakhapatnam and other places,
blaming that a spokesperson of
the opposition party made objectionable comments against Chief
Minister YS Jagan Mohan Reddy
in a press conference.
TDP spokesperson K Pttabhi
Ram earlier in the morning,
objecting to police notices to
former minister Nakka Ananda
Babu, made caustic remarks
against Jagan Mohan Reddy.
"Telugu Desam Party strongly
condemned the attacks by YSRCP
goons on the party's headquarters
and office in Visakhapatnam and
on the residences of the party
leaders. We don't understand
whether we are living in a democratic country or a fascist country. Chief Minister and DGP
should take the responsibility
(for these attacks)," AP TDP
president Atchannaidu said.
He demanded that the Chief
Minister should resign for failing
to keep law and order under control.
Unidentified persons attacked
Pattabhi's
residence
in
Vijayawada, family members said.
Director General of Police
Gautam Sawang said there were
"sporadic reactions" across the
state objecting to Pattabhi's comments.
Appealing to people not to create law and order problems, he
said leaders should refrain themselves from making derogatory
remarks.
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TDP calls for AP
bandh today
PNS n VIJAYAWADA

Pawan, Veerraju condemn violence
PNS n VIJAYAWADA

Both BJP and Jana Sena
condemned the attacks on the
TDP offices across the State
including its central office in
Mangalagiri.
Jana
Sena
supremo Pawan Kalyan had
released a video condemning
the attack. In the video, he
said that it's unfortunate that
TDP's central office was
attacked by mobs and such
attacks on party offices never
took place in the past. He also
said that if such attacks are
not prevented or continued,
Andhra Pradesh will become

an address for anarchism and
lawlessness sooner or later.
BJP st ate Chief S omu
Veerraju took to twitter to
condemn the attack. He said

these attacks are the height of
Chief Minister YS Jaganmohan
Reddy's anarchic rule prevailing in the State in the last two
years.

Pattabhi's house vandalised
PNS n VIJAYAWADA

TDP spokesperson K Pattabhi
Ram's residence was reportedly
attacked by the YSRCP cadre on
Tuesday. The moment Pattabhi
left his home in Vijayawada, a
mob of 10 people attacked the
house with sticks and rods and
broke the windshield of the car
as well as damaged a bike and
furniture inside the house. The
mob broke the cell phone of
Pattabhi Ram in the process of
ransacking, resulting in minor
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injuries.
Pattabhi said that they would

not take the attack lightly and
said that stern action should be

taken on the people involved in
the attack. He said that if the
police do not respond quickly
and nab the attackers they would
pay for it.
Leader of the Opposition
Chandrababu Naidu visited the
residence of Pattabhi Ram in
Vijayawada in Bharathi Nagar.
Naidu wondered how an attack
can be carried out in such a posh
area where VIPs, including a
High Court Judge and a few IAS
officers, live.

Describing the alleged
attacks on Telugu Desam
Party offices as "statesponsored terrorism", party
supremo N Chandrababu
Nadiu on Tuesday called for
a state-wide bandh in
Andhra
Pradesh
on
Wednesday protesting the
incidents.
Speaking to reporters, he
said he apprised the
Governor Biswa Bhusan
Harichandan
of
the
situation even as the DGP
Gautam Sawang did not
respond to his phone calls.
"Police and government
colluded and attacked
offices at several places.
These are organised attacks.
I appeal to the people, we
call for a state-wide bandh...
Why should we hesitate to
ask for the implementation
of Article 365 what else we
need to show the failure of
law and order in the state, he
said at a press conference.
The DGP is not fit for the
post, he alleged.
He said there should be a
thorough inquiry on the
attacks.
The TDP chief alleged the
state has become a home for
ganja cultivation and drug
mafia.
Ruling YSR Congress
Party cadre on Tuesday
allegedly ransacked Telugu
Desam Party's headquarters
at Mangalagiri near here,
offices at Visakhapatnam
and other places, blaming
that a spokesperson of the
opposition party made
objectionable comments
against the Chief Minister
YS Jagan Mohan Reddy in a
press conference.
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DGP warns of stern
action against culprits
PNS n VIJAYAWADA

DGP Gautam D Sawang, in a statement
on Tuesday, said that strict action would
be taken against those responsible for the
attacks on the TDP office. The DGP
appealed to the people to exercise
restraint in maintaining law and order.
He said that people should not make
provocative statements and comments.
The DGP said that stern action will
be taken against those who make
provocative comments and appealed to
the people not to take law into their
hands. Additional forces have been
deployed across the State, said the DGP.
Security has been beefed up at the
YSRCP headquarters in Tadepalli in the
wake of attacks on TDP offices and residences of party leaders.
Security arrangements were made by
deploying Special Party police. Security
was beefed up at TDP headquarters and
about 200 policemen were deployed.

YSRCP denies
role in attacks
PNS n VIJAYAWADA

YSRCP MLA Malladi Vishnu
objected to the use of unparliamentary usage of of language
by TDP leader Pattabhiram. He
said that YSRCP was not
behind the attacks on the TDP
offices. He said that YSRC
leaders and activists were not
involved in the attacks.
Meanwhile, YSRC lodged a
complaint with the AP DGP
Gautam Sawang against
Pattabhiram for using objectionable cuss words and provoking people.
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Govt nod for Upper
Sileru pumped
storage hydro project
PNS n VIJAYAWADA

In a boost to the power sector,
the State government has directed the APGenco to take steps for
installing reversible pumps in the
Sileru system and integrate them
with solar and wind power for
grid stabilisation which will provide round-the-clock power to
consumers and to meet future
energy demand in the State.
Energ y Secretar y Srikant
Nagulapalli said that the State
government had given an, in
principle approval, permitting
APGenco to execute Upper Sileru
pumped storage hydroelectric
project by exploring the most
techno-economic feasible option.
The objective of the project is
to generate 1,350 MW of power
during peak hours by utilising
1.70 TMC of water f rom
Guntawada Reservoir (Upper)
at Upper Sileru and pump 1.70
TMC of water from Donkarayi
reser voir (lower) back to
Guntawada reservoir during the
off peak hours by utilising the
surplus off peak low-cost power
available in the grid. The project

would also help to maintain grid
stability due to sudden fluctuations.
APGenco Managing Director,
B Sreedhar, explained that the
project capacity is 1,350 MW
(9x150 MW) for which around
410 hectares of land will be
required to install the project.
Topographical survey and hydrographic survey, 76.9 percent of
geotechnical investigations were
completed. The balance works
are in progress.
The prestigious upper sileru
pumped storage hydro project is
considered to be the biggest in
the state after Srisailam and
Polavaram hydro projects, he
said.
The Government of India
undertaking WAPCOS Ltd was
entrusted with the responsibility of preparing Detailed Project
Report (DPR) including obtaining all clearances for establishment of pumped storage project
at
Upper
Siler u
in
Visakhapatnam District, MD
GENCO said.
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‘IPPs took huge advantage of coal crisis’
SNV SUDHIR
n VIJAYAWADA

Engineers working in the power
sector suspected black-marketing
by private Independent Power
Producers (IPP) as the price of
power in the open market had gone
as high as Rs 20 per unit for a few
days in the first two weeks of
October.
Though the price per unit stabilised now at Rs 3.35 per unit on
Tuesday, many states across the
country that had faced coal supply
disruptions due to varied reasons
that had impacted local power
generation had to spend exorbitant
price of Rs 20 per unit for an average of a week to 10 days from the
open market energy exchange.
For instance, as per the data
accessed from Union Power
Ministry-run Vidyut Pravah, due to
coal shortage, Andhra Pradesh had
purchased at least 70 MW on
Monday and 336 MW on Tuesday.
In the last few days, Andhra
Pradesh had purchased almost on
the same lines at Rs 20 per unit
until price stabilised at Rs 3.35 per

Regulators' meet
demanded
PNS n VIJAYAWADA

unit from Sunday.
While 100 MW for 24 hours is
2.4 MU Andhra Pradesh had to
shell out a few hundreds of crores
of rupees to purchase on an average 1 MU in a day.
"It has been observed that under
coal shortage conditions the deficit
states are buying power from
exchanges at the rate of up to ? 20
per unit. This implies that the seller entity IPP or generator is mak-

ing huge profit while the buyer
Discom would incur huge loss
due to import of high cost power.
However, such practice goes against
the letter and spirit of Electricity
Act 2003 Section 61 (d) which specifies the principle," said All India
Power Engineers Federation
(AIPEF) Chairman Shailendra
Dubey, who wrote a letter to Union
Power Minister R K Singh.
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All India Power Engineers
Federation (AIPEF) Chairman
Shailendra Dubey has demanded
an immediate meeting of the
Forum of Regulators to stop what
he calls it black-marketing in energy exchange by private operators
during the crisis and also an
expert committee needed to fix
responsibility for the coal crisis.
Shailendra Dubey, in his letter
to Union Power Minister R K
Singh, has urged that the subject
of putting a cap on profiteering by
IPPs may be discussed and
finalised in the Forum of
Regulators in the letter and spirit
of sec 62(1)a of Electricity Act 2003
immediately at top most priority
to stop black marketing in energy
exchange mostly by private operators during crisis.
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VSP workers on hunger strike
PNS n VISAKHAPATNAM

As the protest against the Central
government's move to divest its
stake in the Visakhapatnam Steel
Plant entered the 250th day on
Tuesday, the plant protection
committee representatives and
trade union leaders embarked on
a 25-hour hunger strike.
Around 250 persons gathered at
the plant's Kummanapalem Gate
around 8 a.m. to participate in the
strike. The move is aimed at
communicating the employees'
sentiments to the union govern-

ment.
The Centre's move has been
opposed by employees as well as
political parties in the state. The
state government had passed a
resolution opposing it in the
Assembly.
The anti-privatisation protest
by employees and trade unions
was launched in February, and has
been continuing ever since.
Representatives of the steel plant
protection committee have stated
that they will continue the agitation till the government withdraws the privatisation plans.
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Two-decade-long journey of Telangana's political musafir
C

body's surprise, BJP
hief Minister of
sought support of TDP
Telangana
K.
in the form of seatChandrasek har
sharing agreement for
Rao is moving forward
furthering the BJP's
cautiously with what
numbers game to
seems to be a perfect
PIN
political strategy to POINT grab power at the Centre.
Expectedly both parties
tackle any situation that
were in a comfortable posimay emerge against his
interests ahead of the next tion during that particular
General Election, which is term. But this arrangement
damaged BJP's reputation as
slated to be held in 2023.
After seeing the successful the TDP shelved the issue of
completion of 20 years of separate Telangana State for
Telangana Rashtra Samiti, he the purpose of getting power.
The TRS, during its 20seems to be drawing a new
political graph for securing year journey, has seen ups
the future of his party. With and downs. KCR now forethe TRS emerging as a viable sees no further spell of pospolitical force in the new itive wave for Prime Minister
state of Telangana, KCR's Narendra Modi in the 2024
stature has grown substan- General Election.
The Telangana Assembly
tially at the national level.
The Bharatiya Janata Party, elections will be held ahead
while expanding its mass of the General Elections i.e.
base across the country, has in 2023.
There has been talk in
been playing hide and seek
with regional political forces, some quarters that, like in the
leaving its own cadre con- case of the previous
fused. During Atal Behari Assembly elections, the TRS
Vajpayee's regime, the BJP could advance the Assembly
had given freedom to its AP polls so as to hold them
unit to fight against the before the General Election,
Telugu Desam Party for the given the party's bright
purpose of strengthening the chances to register a third
state unit. But during the consecutive victor y in
elections of 1999, to every- Telangana State since the

Naidu ostensibly implemented the
policy of allotting one cabinet post for
one caste. But he chose to relax that
norm in the case of Bojjala
Gopalakrishna Reddy of Chittoor
district as he was also kept aside on
the lines of KCR.

formation of the new state.
However, KCR has just
ruled out early polls to TAssembly this time.
He had cleverly advanced
polls for T-Assembly ahead
of the General Election in
2018 with a view to avoid
positive wave for Modi across
the country.
For the General Election,
the focus of attention of the
electorate might be on
national political forces, with
the regional forces not getting ample attention of people.
BJP surprisingly bagged
four Lok Sabha constituencies in Telangana on its own
strength. Going by those
results, BJP missed the
chances of winning as many

as 28 Assembly seats -- more
than enough to get the status
of principal opposition in
the state legislative Assembly.
The TRS, within a few
months of its inception, had
participated in the local bodies' polls of 2001 and got
nearly 100 ZPTCs, including
that of Nizamabad, paving
way for expansion of the
party.
TRS had taken birth on
27April, 2001 on the premises of 'Jaladrushyam', which is
the residence of former minister Konda L akshman
Bapuji, a stalwart among the
torch-bearers of Telangana
agitation of 1969.
KCR then literally threw
into the air his letters of resignation from the posts of

M D RATNA KUMAR
Senior Journalist

Deputy Speaker of AP
Assembly and Member of
Legislative Assembly as well
as the membership of Telugu
Desam Party from the dais at
the historic meeting that witnessed the birth of TRS for
achieving a separate state for
Telangana people.
This columnist was among
the journalists who covered
the inaugural event of TRS at
'Jaladrushyam' on that particular day.
Noticeably, most of the
leaders who were present
there on the formation day of
the party are not in the party
now. None of the members of

Telangana to buy 125 kg gold
from RBI for Yadadri temple
PNS n HYDERABAD

The auspicious date for reopening of the Yadadri temple
has been fixed by Sri Ramauja
Tridandi Chinna Jeeyar Swamy
as March 28, 2022 with 'Maha
Kumbha Samprokshana' marking the event.
Announcing this at a media
conference at Yadadri on
Tuesday evening, Chief
Minister K Chandrasekhar Rao
said that it would be preceded
by 'Ankurarpana' ritual on
March 21.
The Chief Minister
announced the auspicious time
on Tuesday evening after he
handed over the hand-written
'Muhurat' patram of Sri Chinna
Jeeyar Swamy to the Temple
Executive Officer Geeta to be
placed at the feet of the deity
first.
Earlier in the day, KCR
undertook an aerial survey
and then a field inspection of
the ongoing works in the temple and temple premises that
lasted several hours. He was
accompanied by Ministers
Jagadeeshwar
Reddy,
Indrakaran Reddy and MLA
Suneetha Mahender Reddy,
among others.
Sharing the genesis of the
reconstruction work taken up
at Yadadri temple, being developed as a great religious and
spiritual centre on the lines of
Tirumala, KCR said the temple
reconstruction was taken up as
per the advice, and under the
supervision, of Chinna Jeeyar
Swamy, who in turn had con-

Pattabhi's house...
Continued from Page 1

sulted several Agama pundits
and Vasthu experts.
The developmental works of
the Yadadri temple town would
continue after the re-opening
of the temple. Some of the
ongoing temple-related works
would be speeded up. About
10,000 ritviks from various
Peethams and temples from
across the country would be
invited
to
perform
Sudharshana Yagam under the
supervision of Chinna Jeeyar
Swamy to mark the re-opening
of the temple in the
'Uttarayana' period.
It was decided to do goldplating of 'Vimana Gopuram' of
the temple on the lines of the
Tirumala temple and it would
require 125 kg of gold, estimated to cost about Rs.65 crore.
The gold would be bought
from the RBI. Many devotees,
people's representatives had
offered to donate money for
buying the gold, ranging from
one kg onwards.
The Chief Minister, as the
first donor, announced that
personally he, on behalf of his

family, would donate money to
buy one kg and 16 tolas of gold
and he would hand over the
cheque to the temple authorities. Many Ministers, MLAs,
MPs suggested that people in
every constituency be given an
opportunity to donate as per
their capacity, starting with
Rs.11 for the sacred cause, he
said.
"Many devotees are coming
forward to offer their donations. We would like to encourage people to contribute to
inculcate a sense of participation and a feeling that this temple and the State is theirs," he
said.
KCR disclosed that Minster
Malla Reddy offered to donate
one kg of gold, Nagarkurnool
MLA Janardhan Reddy will
give two kg, Kaveri Bhaskar
Rao of Kaveri seeds will give
one kg and many MLCs, MLAs
also announced their contribution from their families and
from people in their constituencies. Sri Chinna Jeeyar
Swamy offered one kg gold
from his Peetham.

The Chief Minister also
announced that it had been
proposed to construct 250 cottages. Each cottage would have
four suites and overall 1,000
families could be accommodated in the 250 cottages. Each
high-end cottage would be
constructed with the best of
amenities at a cost of Rs.2 crore
and for this too some persons,
including Ministers and MLAs
came forward to donate.
Minister Malla Reddy and others came forward to contribute
for one cottage each.
Already the Temple city was
being developed with all
amenities and these 250 cottages would also be constructed as per the same standards,
he said.
Outlining other amenities
for the temple town, he said a
bus stand costing Rs. 6.9 crore
had been sanctioned and free
bus services would be operated to the hill for the convenience of devotees by March
28. Basaveswar reservoir
(Nrusimha Sagar), second
biggest reservoir to be filled
with Godavari water under
the Kaleswaram after Mallanna
Sagar, would serve the deity.
"Nrusimha Sagar has two
hills on either side with 100
acres each. It is close to the
international airport. The government will hand over 450
acres of government land near
the Basaveswar reservoir, along
with another 200 acres, to the
Tourism
Development
Corporation to build beautiful,
world-class convention cen-

TDP offices in AP attacked...

Continued from Page 1
He alleged that Pattabhi Ram
was targeted for questioning
the government and CM's
business like Bharati Cements
he was targeted.
City police commissioner
B Srinivasulu said that a
search is on to nab the culprits and yet to identify them.
He informed that Pattabhi is
yet to lodge a complaint with
the police on the mob attack
on his house.
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"Some of the rank and file of
YSRCP are objecting to the
comments made by some leaders. There were some sporadic reactions. Everything is
now under control. Some people must have been taken into
custody," the DGP said.
A press release from the
DGP's office said additional
forces have been deployed
across the state and also
requested the people not to get
provocative. Stern action will
be taken against people who
make provocative remarks, he
added.
Pattabhi said TDP supremo
N Chandrababu Naidu has
taken the issue to the notice of
the centre and also spoke to
the Union Home Minister
Amit Shah to take note of the
conditions prevailing in the
state.
"The Centre should iniitiate
steps to save democracy and
take stern action against Ganja
mafia (in the state)," the TDP
leader said.

tres, water bodies, and parks.
The picturesque place once
developed could become a
place for destination weddings
and a tourist centre. People
who visit Hyderabad could
come to the temple town and
also enjoy the beautiful scenic
locales," he said.
KCR said as in Tirumala,
where devotees would go
round the temple town after
darshan at the temple, Yadadri
would also be developed with
spiritual and religious ambience to bring peace and calm
to devotees.
Stating that many more
beautiful constructions would
come up in Yadadri, he said the
Hyderabad Metropolitan Water
Supply and Sewerage Board
officials would take up underground drainage, storm water
drainage systems, along with
STPs, to provide good infrastructure to the temple town,
which will become a great religious place attracting lakhs of
devotees from within and outside the country.
KCR said that the Telangana
government had already sanctioned PRC scales to temple
staff. House sites would also be
sanctioned to them soon. He
also said house sites would be
sanctioned for local journalists
and Yadadri Journalist Colony
would be developed with all
amenities. He sought their
cooperation to write about the
significance of Yadadri temple
and spread the word in the
run-up to the re-opening ceremony.

YSRCP
denies role...
Continued from Page 1

Refuting the YSRCP cadres'
involvement in the attacks,
party's senior legislator
Malladi Vishnu said Pattabhi
should not have used objectionable words on the CM.
Vishnu alleged that Pattabhi
was always making provocative comments and used abusive words against the YSRCP
government.
"What relation the YSR
Congress will have with these
attacks? They are trying to
drag our party to malign our
image in the public.
Ever ybody knows about
Chandrababu Naidu's wicked
plans," Vishnu told a TV chan-

nel.
After hearing the news of
attacks, Naidu reached the
party office at Mangalagiri
and enquired about the incident. The functionaries in the
TDP office informed Nadu
that some people attacked
with beer bottles.
In a series of tweets, Nara
Lokesh, TDP's General secretary and son of Naidu, condemned the attacks on the
party's offices.
TV reports indicate that
mild tension prevailed at TDP
offices at many of the cities
with police dispersing gatherings.

The complaint stated that in
a press meet held at 11 am on
Tuesday, Pattabhiram, insulted the Constitutional post
using derogatory words on
police stating “AP Police Ki
Siggu Vundali”, “AP Police is
acting as said by Tadepalli
Palace Paleru Gadu”,
“ Tadepalli
Palace
Daddamma and Sanyasi”,
“Bhosdike
Neeki
Dammunvunte give notice to
other
state
police'',
“ B h o s d i k e ,
Daddamma,Chavata” and
others. The complaint further stated that all the words
are insulting the officers and
Chief Minister who is sitting
at Tadepalli CMO. The YSRC
sought to take criminal
action against Pattabhiram
and others who were associated with the crime and
sought removal of video
from Youtube.

KCR's cabinet, except one or
two like T.Harish Rao, were
at his side on that day.
KCR's son and IT and
Municipal
Minister
K.T.R ama R ao was in
America then. He joined the
party six years after its inception.
KCR chose to leave TDP in
protest against the treatment
meted out to him at the
hands of then chief minister
Chandrababu
Naidu.
Chandrababu decided to
accommodate
former
Director of CBI K.Vijayarama
Rao, who defeated Congress
giant P.Janardhan Reddy
(PJR) in the Khairatabad
constituency, in place of KCR
as both leaders belongs to the
same caste Velama.
Naidu ostensibly implemented the policy of allotting
one cabinet post for one
caste. But he chose to relax
that norm in the case of
Bojjala Gopalakrishna Reddy
of Chittoor district as he was
also kept aside on the lines of
KCR.
Interestingly both Bojjala
and KCR were very good
friends and colleagues in
TDP. This idea of 'one cabinet post for one caste' per-

haps cropped in the mind of
Naidu as Vijayarama Rao
was his good friend.
Vijayarama R ao had
helped Chandrababu Naidu a
lot during the former's tenure
as Police Commissioner of
Hyderabad in avoiding the
arrest for inviting the wrath
of the Legislative Council
for objectionable writings
against the Upper House at
the state level.
KCR's alleged adamant
attitude had caused heavy
loss of as many as 16 MLAs
out of 26 it had in the AP
Assembly as they deserted
the party at the behest of then
chief
minister
Dr.Y.S.Rajasekara Reddy.
Challenges and counter challenges levelled against each
other between KCR and
Congress leaders led to the
bye-election
in
the
Karimnagar Lok Sabha constituency. He resigned from
that seat in response to a
challenge thrown at him by
then minister in YSR's cabinet M.Satyanarayana Rao.
Nobody expected then that
KCR would respond positively to such challenge.
KCR's dwindling popularity got a boost in that bypoll

with his thumping victory. In
other words, TRS was given
a new lease of life by the
Congress minister's challenge. Otherwise, TRS would
not have grown in popularity during the tenure of YSR.
KCR has since become
powerful in the party.
But the promises he had
made, including those of
making a Dalit the chief
minister and allocation of 3
acres of land for the poor, are
literally haunting him personally. Nobody in TRS
would dare to question him
regarding the same, but the
principal opposition has initiated a tirade against KCR in
this regard.
The Congress has received
death blows from KCR in the
two successive elections of
2014 and 2018, though it was
the Congress that granted
Telangana State.
It will be interesting to see
how KCR will handle the
next Assembly elections. Will
there be a magic like that of
Nitish Kumar (Bihar) and
Shivraj Singh Chowhan
(Madhya Pradesh), who
grabbed opportunity for the
third time in a row, for him
to rule the state of Telangana?

TDP chief Naidu wants caste
data to be included in census
PNS n AMARAVATI

Telugu Desam Party (TDP)
supremo N. Chandrababu
Naidu on Tuesday shot off a
letter to Prime Minister
Narendra Modi seeking the
inclusion of caste data in the
census.
In his letter, the former
Andhra Pradesh Chief
Minister noted that such a
census is essential for the
progress of the Backward
Castes (BCs).

Inter-state drug
peddler nabbed
PNS n HYDERABAD

Sleuths of the Commissioner's Task Force, North Zone,
Hyderabad and Afzalgunj
Police apprehended a notorious inter-state ganja peddler
near the Central Bus Station
on Tuesday.
The arrested identified as
V Naga Sai, belongs to
Narsipatnam in Visakhapatnam. He was carrying ganja
and was waiting to deliver it
to traders in Hyderabad. The
police also seized 40 kg of dry
ganja worth about Rs 4 lakh
and a cell phone from him.
Sai, who used to run a
catering business established
contact with ganja suppliers
and started supplying it to
agents. He used to purchase
ganja for Rs 1,500 a kg from
cultivators and local agents
and was selling it to traders for
Rs 5,000 to 10,000 depending
on demand. It was noticed
that he had contacts with
ganja traders in and around
TS, Maharashtra, Gujarat, UP
and other states.

The BCs comprise the
majority of India's population
but are not receiving benefits
proportional to their numbers, he said.
The first BC commission,
in 1953, and subsequently
several other national and
state BC commissions had
recommended enumeration
of BCs in the national census,
he noted.
"There is speculation that a
caste census would further
deepen the social divisions

and promote discrimination.
However, the exclusion of
caste data can be as unjust as
caste-based discrimination.
Lack of data will only result in
inefficient policies and weak
implementation of schemes
meant for the welfare and
development of BCs," he said.
Naidu said that BCs remain
in poverty due to lack of sufficient data, although several
government policies have
been formulated for their welfare.

Govt nod for Upper
Sileru pumped...
Continued from Page 1
The Energy Secretary said
that the Chief Minister Y S
JaganMohan Reddy had
directed the energy department to fully focus on long
term measures as well to
strengthen the power sector
and enhance energy security
in the state.
"The prime objective of the
state government is to provide
uninterrupted and quality
power supply to all categories
of consumers. The government never compromises on
the welfare of consumers and
development of the state.
On the other hand, the
government is also considering electricity as a driving
force for the development of
the state and is strongly committed to the development of
the power sector. It is taking
all necessary steps to strengthen the sector," the officials
said.

The State government has
successfully overcome the present coal shortage related
issues and is supplying power
on a 24x7 basis to the consumers. At the same time, the
Chief Minister has asked officials to coordinate with
Singareni, Coal India etc for
procuring coal to improve
coal supplies to the AP
Genco's thermal power plants
to improve power generation
in the state. He also directed
to explore all ways for better
transportation of coal to the
State and coordinate with the
Union government to transport coal through Shipping
Corporation of India.
The officials said that the
power utilities were taking all
serious steps to avoid interruptions if any in power supply due to the technical reasons and rectifying it immediately on war footing to
ensure quality power supply to
the consumers.

‘IPPs took huge
advantage of coal...

Regulators'
meet
demanded

Continued from Page 1

Continued from Page 1

He said that in India
the present case of coal
shortage leading to
spike in energ y rates, it
was necessar y for state
regulators as well as
CERC to inter vene and
i mp o s e pr i c e c ap s t o
prevent excessive profiteering by IPPs and also
to ensure that unbearable burden is not put
on
consumers
of
Discoms.
Discoms are constrained to purchase
high-cost power in
order to limit the power
cuts. "This leads to a
deterioration of Discom
finances which are

already stressed. From
t h i s ang l e a l s o, pr i c e
caps on merchant power
plants are required and
the present instances of
exploiting shortage by
raising the rate to the
range of Rs 20 per unit
in energy exchange must
not be allowed. As per
Section 62 (1), it
becomes the duty of the
Regulator to impose
price caps. Since coal
shortage is recognised as
a major factor causing a
hike in power rates, the
Po w e r M i n i s t r y mu s t
stress on ending future
coal shortages otherwise
the results of 2021
would repeat," he added.

AIPEF also demanded that
one expert committee with
a CEA member should be
constituted immediately to
enquire about the coal shortage resulting in power crisis
so that the reason for the
present crisis is technically
analysed and accordingly
stern action is taken against
those responsible for the
crisis.
He had also expressed
concern on closure of ultra
mega power plants of Tata
and Adani at Mundra which
are run by imported coal
and have nothing to do with
the present coal crisis in the
country and also heavy
backing down of IPP's in
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Naidu urges Governor, Shah to
provide security at TDP offices
PNS n VIJAYAWADA

Leader of the Opposition N
Chandrababu Naidu on
Tuesday complained to
Union Home Minister Amit
Shah and to the AP
Governor about the ruling
YSRCP mobs' vandalism at
the main and district offices
of the Telugu Desam Party
(TDP) in Andhra Pradesh.
Several party workers were
injured in the attacks.
Naidu urged Shah to provide security and protection
to the TDP offices and party
cadre in the wake of premeditated and politically
motivated attacks. He
deplored that the ruling
YSRCP gangs and mobs
resorted to unprovoked rioting at the TDP offices and
physically injured the opposition cadre during the rampage.
Chandrababu Naidu narrated to the Union Minister
how law and order collapsed totally in the State
under the present regime.
The Union Minister
promised to look into the
matter and asked for making a formal police com-

plaint about the attacks. He
also assured to ensure
Central agencies' security
cover to the TDP offices and
leaders.
The TDP chief spoke to
the Governor on the telephone and informed how
the ruling party carried out
reprehensible attacks. The
YSRCP gangs came armed
with sticks and rods, beating
up the TDP activists at its
Mangalagiri office. The furniture and the window
panes were damaged. They
have attacked a media person, kicked him in his sides,
and snatched away his
phone.
TDP national general secretary and MLC Nara
Lokesh condemned the

attacks and accused the
Chief Minister of perpetrating an oppressive and
sadistic rule on the people.
By continuing such intolerant attacks, the CM was
paving the way brick by
brick for the collapse of his
own party and power.
TDP State president K
Atchannaidu described the
YSRCP attacks as 'fascist
acts' that would pose a big
threat to democracy. He
said that hordes of armed
YSRCP mobs ran riot gatecrashed into the TDP main
and district offices. CM
Jaganmohan Reddy should
resign from his post. The
TDP leaders demanded the
resignation of the DGP
owing to moral responsibility and for his failure to
ensure law and order in the
State.
The TDP Mangalagiri
main office was located
beside the AP DGP Office.
Nobody at the DGP Office
responded when the TDP
tried to complain about the
YSRCP attack. The YSRCP
was running a 'Jungle Raj'
with the active support of
some sections of the police.

YSRCP using loans for
scams: Kanakamedala
PNS n VIJAYAWADA
TDP Rajya Sabha MP Kanakamedala
Ravindra Kumar on Tuesday slammed
the Jaganmohan Reddy government
for telling lies to the people
that it was bringing
massive multi-crore
loans for implementing
welfare programmes
for them. Ravindra
Kumar said that the
government was
trying to hide its huge
financial lapses and then
blame the previous TDP
regime for the State's debts.
Over Rs 3 lakh crore of loans
were brought in the past two and half
years but only Rs 1.30 lakh crore was
spent for welfare. It was obvious that
the ruling YSRCP diverted most of the
loans for its scams and frauds.
Addressing a press conference here,
the TDP MP said that the Jagan
regime was mismanaging the State
economy so much that it was hiding

facts and correct figures even from the
Comptroller and Auditor General
(CAG) of India. The previous TDP
brought 1.80 lakh crore of loans
during its five-year term. But the
YSRCP rule brought Rs 2.87
lakh crore of loans in just
two and half years. There
were no accounts on
where they had spent
all these loans.
Ravindra Kumar
deplored that there
was a huge mismatch
between the massive
loans being brought and
the accounts being shown by
the AP Government. The officials
were also scared to provide correct
details and they were simply playing
second fiddle to their irresponsible
political bosses. Public funds were
being changed between accounts
without any transparency. The
Government was making grievous
mistakes and it was trying to make the
people believe them as correct.

‘Govt does not have magic
wand to fulfil all promises’
PNS n VIJAYAWADA

Former AP chief secretary and
BJP leader IYR Krishna Rao
has alleged that former CM
Chandrababu Naidu and CM
YS Jaganmohan Reddy have
left the State debt-ridden with
a huge sum of Rs 5 lakh crore.
He expressed concern over
the financial situation of the
State during the current times.
He pointed out that if crores of
rupees are being distributed for
personal gain and image nothing will be left over for the
future.
He said that there is nothing
wrong with spending on welfare schemes for the poor
however the government
should ensure that the amount
spent on welfare schemes
should not exceed 10 percent
of the budget as followed by
the central government. He
said that the government must
realize that it does not have the
magic wand or Allauddin miracle lamp to fulfill all the
promises made.
The BJP leader Krishna Rao
stated that the state's economic situation does not tend to
promote the central government's development schemes.
If the states’ budget is spent on
freebies, what will be spent on

Krishna Rao pointed out that 35% of
the state budget is spent on salaries,
pensions, and interest for the loans.
The pathetic road condition in the
state and lack of minimum amenities
in the hospitals reflects the financial
situation of the state
the infrastructural development, he questioned? He
pointed out that 35 percent of
the state budget is spent on
salaries, pensions, and interest
for the loans. The pathetic road
condition in the state and lack
of minimum amenities in the
hospitals reflects the financial
situation of the state, he said.
Krishna Rao feared that if
this situation continues it
would be very difficult to pay

monthly salaries to employees.
He said that the government
officials were already asking for
a loan on cement and steel for
the construction of houses for
the poor.
Krishna Rao said that the
people should take a note and
think of the financial situation
in the state and further said
that if this financial situation
continues, the state will suffer
irreparable damage.

TDP dares AP police to give notices to Telangana cops YSRCP MLA lambasts TDP
PNS n AMARAVATI

TDP national spokesman K.
Pattabhi Ram on Tuesday said the
AP police were showing sincerity and efficiency only in harassing the opposition TDP leaders
but not to nab the ganja and drug
smuggling gangs in Andhra
Pradesh.
Pattabhi strongly objected to
the manner in which the
Narsipatnam police arrived in
Guntur within a short time and
served a midnight notice to former Minister Nakka Anand Babu
for just supporting the cause of AP
youth. It was evident the police
were acting at the behest of
Tadepalli palace. If they were
really sincere, the AP Police
should issue similar notices to the
cops of Telangana, Tamil Nadu,
Uttar Pradesh and Karnataka for
their statements on AP ganja
gangs.

Addressing a press conference
here, the TDP leader said that the
Jaganmohan Reddy government
was not at all bothered though
reports came from all over the
country on seizure of Andhra
ganja. But, they were misusing the
police to harass the TDP leaders
just for demanding action against
the drug mafia. The Narsipatnam
police had no time to raid and nab
ganja gangs in their scheduled
areas but they came at a lightning
speed to serve notice on the exMinister within hours after his
press conference yesterday.
Pattabhi Ram demanded that
the AP Police give explanation on
the raids being conducted by the
cops of other States. The
Telangana police came under
attack by the emboldened ganja
gangs who were armed with axes
and stones. How would the
Narsipatnam police explain this?
In another incident, the Tamil

Nadu police had to cross over into
Tada area in Nellore district of
Andhra Pradesh in hot pursuit of
ganja gangs. But, the gangsters
attacked the TN police with
bombs.
The TDP leader said that the
Bangalore police also seized
Andhra ganja and arrested smugglers. They announced that the
seized ganja came from
Visakhapatnam drug mafia gangs.
The Uttar Pradesh police also

seized a huge quantity of ganja
and announced that it belonged
to Andhra. Guntur Urban SP also
spoke about liquid ganja from
Vizag being transported to
Gujarat. Why was notice serviced
on this SP?
Pattabhi Ram said that the
Adivasi leaders themselves openly made a statement that the ruling YSRCP leaders were involved
in the ganja and drug mafia. Their
statements appeared in the
national media as well. There were
reports about Rs. 8,000 Cr ganja
being cultivated in Visakha
agency. For spending Rs. 1 lakh
per acre of ganja cultivation, they
were getting Rs. 10 lakh profits.
But the AP Police were not taking any action for reasons best
known to themselves.
The TDP leader described the
latest notice served on Anand
Babu as an attack on the Dalits in
the State. Ever since coming to

power, the Jaganmohan Reddy
regime was making non-stop
attacks on the weaker sections.
The TDP would not be cowed
down by such intimidatory tactics
and it would further intensify their
agitation against the YSRCPbacked drug mafia. The erring
police officers would face serious
consequences since the TDP
would initiate legal action against
them.
Pattabhi said that while
Chandrababu Naidu srove hard to
attract investments and jobs for
AP youth, Jagan Reddy was hell
bent on destroying the lives and
golden future of a whole generation. The police officials should
stop coming in khaki uniforms
during midnight hours like robbers to harass the TDP leaders. It
became a routine for the police to
take orders from Tadepalli palace
and go like postmen to serve
notices on the opposition leaders.

PNS n VIJAYAWADA

YSRCP MLA TJS Sudhakar
Babu lambasted Opposition
leader N Chandrababu Naidu
and his son Nara Lokesh for
venting their frustration on the
State government by using abusive language against the Chief
Minister.
Addressing a press conference here on Tuesday, the MLA
said that Chandrababu Naidu is
ashamed of his son for being
incompetent and was unable to
digest his party’s defeat, so he is
entertaining his men to speak ill
of the Chief Minister.
While Chief Minister YS
Jaganmohan Reddy has made
an indelible impression in the
hearts of the people as a great
leader with his transparent governance, Nara Lokesh is left as
an incompetent politician who
couldn’t even win as MLA.

He said that people will teach
him a lesson if the same scenario continues and dared
Lokesh to speak after winning
with people’s mandate.
The MLA said that YSRCP is
looking for a strong opposition,
who pushes the government to
do more for the public and work
for the weaker sections. He
stated that TDP has utterly
failed to be a responsible opposition party and there is no

match to compete with the
government.
In the current government,
welfare schemes are being provided to all sections without any
middlemen or agents and stood
by the people without holding
back the welfare even during the
corona crisis. It is crystal clear
that TDP leaders are spreading
false propaganda on State
finances to defame the government.

Ananda Babu refuses to take police notice
PNS n GUNTUR

Telugu Desam Party (TDP)
leader and former minister
Nakka Ananda Babu refused to
take notice from the police for
his remarks on the ganja smuggling.
A team of police from
Visakhapatnam went to his
residence here at midnight on
Monday to issue him a notice
under CRPC 91 asking him to
furnish evidence on his ganja
smuggling remarks. The former minister took strong
exception to the police coming
to his residence at midnight to
serve him notice. The police
made it clear that they would
paste the notice on the wall of
his residence if he did not take
it.
The police again went to his
residence in the morning on
Tuesday and recorded his statement on his ganja remarks.
Talking to the media,
Ananda Babu said that he had
never seen such incidents of
muzzling of voices of the oppo-

MLC M Raghu Varma addressing the teachers at Dharna Chowk in Vijayawada on Tuesday

APTF demands solution to teachers’ problems
PNS n VIJAYAWADA

sition leaders in his threedecade political life. He said
that as a former minister he
had the freedom to speak on
the ganja smuggling from AP.
The police asked him meaningless questions and recorded the same, he said.
Meanwhile, talking to the
media, Circle Inspector
Srinivas informed that Nakka
Ananda Babu said while
addressing a press meet, that
the Nalgonda police fired on

the Visakhapatnam agency on
the ganja smugglers, without
any evidence.
The police recorded the former minister's statement. A
responsible leader should give
evidence for his remarks, the
CI said.
The
police
from
Visakhapatnam went to Nakka
Ananda Babu’s house to give
him notice under CRPC 91 this
morning but he did not take
the notice.

Cancellation of true-up
charges demanded
PNS n VIJAYAWADA

True-up charges levied by the
State government should be
totally cancelled and such a
practice should be completely
ruled out in the future by
amending the law.
The true-up charges should
be borne by the State government, demanded Ch Babu Rao,
CPM
State
Executive
Committee member at an
online meeting conducted by
the AP Electricity Regulatory
Commission (APERC) on
Tuesday. He sought the conduct
of public hearing in physical
form to receive suggestions
and objections.Babu Rao said
that various sections of the
society were largely affected due
to the Coronavirus crisis for the
past two years. He wanted the

government to reduce taxes to
give relief to people during the
Corona pandemic times.
The government was imposing Rs 3,699 crore true-up
charges on power consumers

which is severely objectionable.
The CPM leader alleged
that the Discoms were trying
to rob the public in these difficult times in the name of
true-up charges.

TDP leaders Alapati Raja,
Tenali Shravan Kumar, Nazir
Ahmad,
Kovelamudu
Ravindra, and Pilli Manikya
Rao condemned the police
team that went to Ananda
Babu’s house at midnight to
serve him notice. Former MLA
G V Anjaneyulu alleged that
the police failed to conduct a
comprehensive inquiry into
the ganja and drug mafia gangs
in the State but served notices
to the TDP leaders.

The teacher unions’ from
across the State staged a dharna demanding that their
issues be resolved here at
Dharna Chowk on Tuesday.
Andhra Pradesh Teachers
Federation (APTF) leaders
and
teachers
from
Srikakulam, Vizianagaram,
Guntur and Krishna district
took part in the four- day
dharna against the State government demanding to
resolve their long- pending

issues.
Speaking on the occasion,
North Andhra MLC M Raghu
Varma said that they demand
the State government to solve
the problems of teachers and
the issues in the education
system. They demanded that
the CPS be cancelled and
release PRC and DAs, regularise the contract employees
as promised by the CM
Jaganmohan Reddy.
Nayeem Ahmed APTF
vice-president Vijayawada
(Urban) said that 11th PRC

was pending since 2018 and
demanded that the State government implement the PRC
immediately. He further mentioned that 5 DAs had been
pending for a long time like
never before. The other main
issue that should be recalled
is that CM YS Jaganmohan
Reddy assured the teachers
working under CPS that they
will be taken into Old Pension
Scheme within one week after
coming to power and till date
the issue was pending.
Nayeem further demanded

the government not to disturb
elementary school education
that is scheduled to be taken
up from November as per the
New Education Policy. He
further said that the aided
teachers who were being
absorbed into the government fold should be absorbed
as per the sanctioned posts.
About 500 APTF leaders
and teachers took part in the
protest from 10 am to 1 pm
from
Srikakulam,
Vizianagaram, Guntur and
Krishna district.

Sharmila, Vijayalakshmi offer prayers at YSR ghat
PNS n KADAPA

YSR Telangana Party president Y
S Sharmila and her mother Y S
Vijaya Lakshmi offered special
prayers at YSR ghat at
Idupulapaya on Tuesday.
Y S Sharmala offered prayers
at the tomb of her father and former Chief Minister late Y S
Rajasekhar Reddy a day before
launching her marathon padayatra in Telangana state.
Talking to the media on the
occasion, she said that YSR welfare means providing free electricity to all farmers, construction
of projects under Jalayagnam,
agriculture loan waiver, providing free education to the children
of the poor and free medical
treatment to all. “There is no YSR
welfare rule in Telangana state,
and this is not my opinion, but
the opinion of people of
Telangana state. My aim is to
bring the YSR welfare rule in
Telangana state”, she said.

YSR welfare means
providing free power
to all farmers and
construction of projects
under Jalayagnam
Ms. Sharmila informed that
she would launch padayatra from
Chevella in Rangareddy district
in Telangana state on Wednesday.
“I will visit every village and interact with the people to know their
problems personally. I, along
with the people, fight against the
misrule. We will stand by people”, she made clear.
It may be mentioned here
that Y S Sharmala is launching a
4000 KMs marathon padayatra
covering 90 Assembly constituencies in Telangana state in 400
days. Sources said that she would
address a public meeting in
Chevella before launching her
walkathon.
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TDP demands reduction of power tariff
PNS n GUNTUR

Telugu Desam party activists led
by former MLA G V
Anjaneyulu staged a novel
protest at Remidicherla village in
Bollapalli mandal demanding
the government reduce the
power tariff.
The TDP activists put the
noose of the rope around their
necks and tied the other end of
the rope to ceiling fans to register their protest against the
steep hike in power tariff in the
darna which was organised in
front of the 33/11 KV electric
sub-station.
Addressing the gathering
Narasaraopet Parliamentary
party president and former
MLA Anjaneyulu said they were
organising protest darnas at the
village level against the power
tariff hike. The former MLA said
that they held a novel protest by
putting the noose around the
neck and tied the other end of

the rope to ceiling fans symbolically to highlight that people are
scared to switch on ceiling fans
due to high electricity charges.
The YSRCP government had
hiked the power tariff six times
during the last two and half years
putting Rs 36,803 crore additional burdens on the people of the
state, he charged.
Common men used to get Rs
350 power tariff bill for a month
which has gone up to Rs 1,000
now. The TDP demands to
reduce the power charges and do
away with true up charges. The
government should not buy
power at a high price and it
should enhance power generation in accordance with the
increasing consumption, he
demanded.
TDP leaders Pemmasani
Nageswara Rao and Thippeshitti
Venkateswarulu,
Dasari
Koteswara Rao and Govind
Naik were among those who
participated in the darna.

‘Start-up is a platform for
young engineers to prove talent’
PNS n BHIMAVARAM

Start-up house founder and
CEO Dr.P Vinod Kumar said
that the Start-up creates a lot
of opportunities for young
and budding engineers to display their talent. A programme
was organised at SRKR engineering college here on
Tuesday.

SP Garg assures speedy
justice to complainants
PNS n ONGOLE

Prakasham
district
Superintendent of Police
Malika Garg informed that
the complainants in the district
can also lodge Spandana complaints at their nearest police
stations, circle offices and
SDPO offices.
The SP assured that she
would also look into those
complaints directly. She said
that the problems of the complainants would be investigated and resolved within the
stipulated time hence the faroff people of the district should
utilise this opportunity. The SP
informed that the com-

plainants should avail this
opportunity without having
to travel to the district
Headquarters with hassles and
costs.

PNS n GUNTUR

The SP directed the officers
of police stations, circle offices
and SDPO offices in the district to immediately receive
and resolve the Spandana complaints without any delay. The
SP said that the police officers
should receive the complaints
of the victims having serious
grievances with a smile so
that they can not only get rid
of the negative attitude they
have towards the police department but also complain boldly about any problem.
Malika Garg warned that
departmental action would be
taken against the officers found
negligent in accepting
Spandana complaints.

After putting a stop to uploading of government orders on the website, Chief
Secretary Somesh Kumar, in his latest move, has issued a note that
all those responding to RTI
queries must seek information from Special
Secretaries and HoDs.
The note, issued on 13
October, reads: "All the
Special Chief Secretaries
/ P r i n c i p a l
Secretaries/Secretaries to the
Government are requested to
instruct the Public Information Officers
designated/appointed in their office to
obtain orders of SpI. Chief Secretaries
/Principal Secretaries/Secretaries to the
Government/Head of the Department,
before furnishing the information to the
applicant under the Right to Information

Act 2005". This order was issued because
some of the "State Public Information
Officers designated or appointed under
the Right to Information Act, 2005 in certain administrative units or offices
are furnishing information to
the applicants in a routine
manner without proper
verification of the records
with reference to the information sought for by the
application". Activists took
to Twitter to condemn this
move, stating that it was
against the core values of RTI.
Advocate Seshagiri B.V, who
first raised the issue in a tweet, said that
this is an attempt to dilute RTI Act.
Anti-corruption cctivist Vijay Gopal,
said, "An extremely dangerous proposition, to weaken and delay the RTI
replies, so whims and fancies of babus'
can prevail".

exhorted engineering students
to avail the opportunities to
launch start-ups. College correspondent Sagi Vithal Ranga
Raju, principal Dr.M Jagapathi
Raju and college placement cell
dean KR Satyanarayan,
Dr.BHVN Lakshmi, Start-up
house executive M Venugopal
were among those who attended the programme.

Govt committed to women’s welfare: Minister
Minister for Housing
Cherukuvada Sriranganadha
Raju reiterated that the Y S
Jagan Mohan Reddy headed
government had aimed at the
welfare of women and making
them financially self-reliant.
The minister, along with
MLA Undavalli Sridevi and
Collector Vivek Yadav, participated at a programme organised
to disburse benefits under the
second tranche of YSR Aasara
scheme in the BSSB college
campus in Tadikonda on
Tuesday.
Speaking on the occasion, the
minister said that Rs 6,500
crore had been disbursed to the
self-help group women across
the state under the second
tranche of YSR Aasara scheme.

He said that Guntur district had
got Rs 620 crore under the
scheme. Collector Vivek Yadav
asked the self-help group
women to start petty business
with the money and enhance
their financial position.
He said that 31 lakh house
sites were distributed and 3 lakh
houses were being constructed
to the eligible poor.
MLA Undavalli Sridevi said
that 4,333 self-help group
women had got Rs 67.26 crore
under the YSR Aasara scheme
in Undavalli Assembly constituency. MLCs S Lakshmana
Rao, T Kalpalata, LIDCAP
chairman
Kakumanu
Rajasekhar and former MLA
Modugula Venugopal Reddy
also spoke.
Meanwhile, Collector Vivek
Yadav said that the development

works at the Sattemma
Thallivari temple would be
taken up soon at Madipadu village in Achampet mandal.
The Collector held a meeting
with the MLA Namburu
Shankar Rao and DFO
Ramachandra Rao on the development and providing facilities
to the devotees at the temple.

Bureaucrats have to clear RTI Cong and BJP colluded in Huz’bad;
response in Telangana State yet, TRS will win hands down: KTR
PNS n HYDERABAD

Several IT and computer
engineering students said
that cyber security systems
in the IT sector would play
a significant role in the coming days. The budding engineers evinced interest to
carry out research to invent
innovative cyber security
systems.
College CEO SRK Nishant

o
o

'Revanth would do well to stop speculating about KCR's future
plans and focus on helping Cong candidate retain his deposit'
KCR is a visionary and opposition leaders are 'tele-visionaries'
confined to TV shows

ML MELLY MAITREYI
n HYDERABAD

TRS working president K T Rama Rao
has predicted that the TRS candidate will
win hands down in the Huzurabad byeelection as people are bound to show
their anger towards the BJP, which has
been fleecing people, by defeating its
candidate Eatala Rajender.
Asserting that the Congress had colluded with the BJP in Huzurabad "not
100 per cent, but 1,000 per cent", KTR
said it was evident from the fielding of
a dummy candidate by the Congress to
help Eatala Rajender. After one or one
a half years, the Congress would invite
Rajender into their party fold, he said.
There were rumours that BJP leader
Vivek also would follow suit. KTR said
he was making these statements in all
seriousness. Even during the Lok Sabha
elections in the past in Karimnagar and
Nizamabad, the BJP and the Congress
had an understanding, and the Congress
had helped BJP candidates sail through.
The two parties were back to the
same game in Huzurabad. "We are now
smarter and have more clarity to see
through their game," he said.
In a chat with media persons at
Telangana Bhavan here on Tuesday,
KTR was forthright while responding
to queries on many issues, ranging from
strengthening of the party's organizational structure, upcoming election of
party president and the Huzurabad byeelection.
Justifying his allegation that the
Congress and the BJP were on the same
page in Huzurabad, KTR sought to
know whether the Congress party had

a presence in Huzurabad and what role
the PCC president had been playing
there.
"Let his (Revanth Reddy's) party candidate retain deposit in Huzurabad
before indulging in guessing game
about early elections and KCR's political plans," he quipped.
Dismissing the challenges thrown at
the TRS by opposition leaders, KTR said
let the Congress PCC chief prove his
strength first. "There may be a variety
of paper tigers and those created by
media. TRS president and Chief
Minister KCR is a visionary and others
are 'tele-visionaries," confined to TV
shows, he said, taking a dig at some
opposition leaders. "Everyone thinks
they can compete with KCR, but it is not
that easy. Setting up and strengthening
a party, sustaining it, withstanding several challenges, and winning election
after election is not easy at all," he
reminded them.
Everyone knew the kind of effort
KCR would put into every election,
small or big. Even in the Nagarjuna
Sagar bypoll, people were boasting but
a veteran leader, nine-time MLA and

former Minister Jana Reddy was defeated with a margin of over 18,000 votes
by a political novice and young man
Nomula Bhagath from TRS. That was
because of people's faith in KCR.
"When Jana Reddy himself had to taste
defeat, Eatala Rajender certainly is not
a bigger leader than Jana Reddy," he said.
Replying to a query if suspending
Dalit Bandhu would impact TRS, he
said Dalit Bandhu as a scheme and programme would not stop. Only yesterday Rs.250 crore was released for the
Dalit Bandhu scheme in four mandals.
If anyone thought by stopping the
scheme in Huzurabad for 10 days, it
would help them politically, it was their
foolishness, KTR said.
KTR said Eatala till date had not
explained why he had resigned from
TRS and how people would benefit if
they voted for him. In his election campaign, he did not own BJP; nor did the
BJP own him. He was even afraid of
invoking Modi's name lest people
would be reminded of spiralling prices
of petrol, diesel and LPG cylinder
under his regime or the controversial
farm laws which once Eatala himself had
denounced as black laws.
Eatala enjoyed many posts and positions for 17 years in TRS and, while
continuing as Minister, he had belittled the state government's welfare
schemes. Yet, KCR showed patience
and did not say anything. It was time
Eatala told people before asking for
votes what he would do for people:
bring down prices of fuel or a bring
Rs.2,000 crore package to Huzurabad
or would he get BC Bandhu by convincing the Centre.

TRS trends ‘anti-Dalit BJP’
to send a ‘message to nation'
PNS n HYDERABAD

A day after The Election
Commission of India halted the
Direct Benefit Transfer to the beneficiaries of Telangana's Dalit
Bandhu scheme in Huzurabad,
TRS activists took to social media
to amplify the issue.
The ‘AntiDalitBJP’ across India
on Twitter on Tuesday with nearly 4,743 tweets.
Krishank Manne, TRS leader,
said, "ECI has stopped implementation of the Dalit Bandhu Scheme
after the BJP complained about it.
We wanted to send a message to
the nation and grab their attention

so that people know about the
scheme and how BJP obstructed
the scheme that can change the
lives of Dalits".
TRS social media convenor
Jagan Patimeedi said, 70 years
back, Dalits used to be abused,
scolded, slapped and led a life of
slavery. To wipe that mark KCR
launched ‘dalitbandhu scheme to
uplift the dalit community but not
for huzurabad bypolls temporarily. ‘AntiDalitBJP”.
Soon Telangana BJP retorted to
the trend with KCRBetrayed
TelanganaDalits. Former MLC N
Ramchander Rao participated in
the trend. Sagar Goud of BJP said,

"If not in Huzurabad, who is stopping him in the adjoining constituency? How many more days
will this bankrupt politics do??
How many more times will Dalits
be
deceived.
KCRBetrayedTelanganaDalits".
A Dinesh Vaswani said,
"Although the Naya Nizam of
Telangana had approximately 4
months on hand to implement the
Dalitha Bandhu scheme, he deliberately wasted time until the
Model Code of Conduct was
implemented. KCR thinks he
can fool Dalits too, like he
fooled
TRS
sheep.
KCRBetrayedTelanganaDalits".

Speaking on the occasion, the
MLA said that the goddess in
the temple is self-manifested.
Large number of devotees from
the state and from the
Telangana state come to the
temple every day.
Over 5000 devotees come on
Sunday, Tuesday and holidays to
have darshan of the deity. The

MLA proposed to develop the
6.5 KM road leading to the temple and provide drinking water,
toilet and parking facilities to
the devotees at the temple.
Since the temple is located in the
forest area, the development
works would be started as soon
as environmental permission
was received from the forest
department, the Collector said.
Collector Vivek Yadav said
that proposals for the development works were sent to the
government. The works would
be taken up through the Eco
park. DFO Ramachandra Rao
said that to provide basic amenities at the temple proposals of
Rs 1.30 crore worth development works were sent to the
government. The works would
be completed by March, 2022,
the DFO said.

SHORT TAKES
Envious of fame, group
attacks viral youngster
HYDERABAD: A youngster from
Ramgopalpet was attacked by a group of
persons, following a tiff between them on
Monday. The victim, identified as Sharath,
had his moment in the limelight after he had
recreated the tea advertisement ‘Ayyayyo
Vaddamma… Sukhibhava'. According to the police, a complaint was
filed by Sharath, who claimed that a group of persons had beaten him
up as they were envious of his newfound fame. The Police began an
investigation, during which they learnt that in September, Sharath had
beaten up two persons, identified as Naga Sai and Hari, brothers from
Lothkunta over an issue for which a case was registered against him at
the Alwal Police station. During the recently concluded Durga puja celebrations, the two brothers had come down to Ramgopalpet and were
discussing hiring of a band in which Sharath's group was also interested. Soon the heated discussions escalated to a fist fight, in which
Sharath received bleeding injuries. Police suspect that the fight was premeditated as retaliation to September's fight. Sharath then approached
the Ramgopalpet Police, who lodged a complaint against the group
under section 324 (Voluntarily causing hurt by dangerous weapons or
means) of the IPC and are investigating the incident.

One more arrested in
Telugu Akademi FD case
HYDERABAD: Another suspect was arrested in connection with the
Telugu Akademi FDRs diversion scam. The total number of arrests
made in this case is 16 now. Krishna Reddy, who had played a key role
in the scam along with Sai Kumar, was arrested by CCS police here on
Tuesday. He is prime accused in the AP Seeds Corporation and AP
Warehousing Corpora-tion deposits diversion scam. Krishna Reddy,
from Proddatur in Kadapa is residing at Nizampet. The cops found him
and arrested him. He has admitted that he had taken Rs 3.5 crore in
this case from Sai Kumar. But, the police said that he had taken Rs 6
crore. The custody of the eight accused as per court orders ended on
Tuesday and they were sent back to Chanchalguda jail. The accused
Krishna Reddy was also sent to Chanchalguda central prison.

Gold worth Rs 2.97 cr
seized at Hyd airport
HYDERABAD: The officials of Customs
Department at the Rajiv Gandhi
International Airport (RGIA), Shamshabad
seized smuggled gold worth around Rs
2.97 crore from two passengers on Tuesday. According to the officials,
the two passengers, who landed from Dubai, were detained at the
international terminal and gold weighing over 6 kilos was seized from
them. "The smuggled yellow metal was concealed in an electric chargeable light. We have detained them for questioning," said the Hyderabad
customs officials. The case is under investigation.

3 nabbed for threatening SPP
handling sensational murder case
HYDERABAD: Three people, who threatened the special public
prosecutor, were arrested on Tuesday in Hyderabad. The public
prosecutor is handling the murder case of Dr Chigurupati Jayaram, the
founder of the Express News Channel. The three suspects are associates
of prime accused Rakesh Reddy. They are Akbar Ali, 35, a male nurse at
the Chanchalguda Jail and a resident of Yakutpura, Mangaiah Guptha,
58, a resident of Madhapur and Srinivas, 38, a civil contractor and a
resident of Bhimavaram in East Godavari District, AP. The three had
threatened the SPP as per the direction of Rakesh. Rakesh, who is
involved in the sensational murder case of Dr Chigurupati Jayaram was
remanded and sent to Chanchalguda prison on February 11, 2019. At
present the trial of the above case is going on at the Nampally court.
Rakesh hatched a plan to threaten public prosecutors and witnesses to
get out of the case. Accordingly, Rakesh influenced Akbar who is
working as a male nurse at the Central Prison, Chanchalguda, and his
friends Guptha and Srinivas by offering them huge amounts.They agreed
to cooperate with him and as per his plan, the accused persons sent
some letters containing threats to the SPP and witnesses.
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Delhi government allows weekly
off for ration shop owners
he Delhi government has withdrawn its order asking FPS to remain open all seven

Tdays of the week and in a new directive allowed a weekly off for such shops owners

in the city, officials said on Tuesday. The move comes following the high court
directions to allow such ration distribution shop owners to take an off once a week. The
Delhi High Court on September 23 in its order
said that owners of fair price shops in the city
will be permitted by the government to have a
weekly off to enable them to function efficiently.
The Department of Food Supplies and Consumer
Affairs of the Delhi government on Monday
issued an order to implement the high court
directives. “The HC in its order dated 23/9/2021
has modified its earlier order dated 27/04/2021
to the extent that Fair Price Shop owners will be
permitted to have a weekly off, to enable them
function efficiently. "Accordingly, in compliance
of the latest directions of the High Court of Delhi, the instructions of the department
issued wide order dated 05/05/2020 on distribution of food grains to beneficiaries on all
seven days of the week are hereby withdrawn,” the Food and Supply department said.

Global Hunger Index 2021 reflects
India's reality where hunger is up
ndia's Global Hunger Index 2021 ranking at 101st position "unfortunately" reflects the

Ireality of the country where hunger has accentuated since the COVID-19 pandemic

outbreak, Oxfam India said. India slipped to 101st position in the Global Hunger Index
(GHI) of 116 countries, from its 2020 position of 94th, and is behind its neighbours
Pakistan, Bangladesh and Nepal. Reacting
sharply to the report, the Ministry of Women and
Child Development had said it was "shocking" to
find that the Global Hunger Report 2021 has
lowered the rank of India on the basis of FAO
estimate on proportion of undernourished
population, which is found to be "devoid of
ground reality and facts and suffers from serious
methodological issues''. Oxfam India said the
GHI data which states that India dropped to the
hunger-level ranks by seven spots to the 101st
spot "unfortunately reflects the reality of the
country where hunger accentuated since the COVID-19 pandemic”. “This trend of
undernutrition in India is unfortunately not new, and is actually based on the
government's own National Family Health Survey (NHFS) data.

UP ASSEMBLY POLLS

Video of Cong
MLA, husband
creating ruckus
at PS goes viral
PNS n JODHPUR

A Congress MLA and her
Husband have been caught
on camera allegedly creating
a ruckus at a police station
here after her nephew was
booked for drunken driving
and his vehicle impounded.
A video of the Shergarh
MLA Meera Kanwar and
her husband Ummed Singh,
a PCC member, purportedly showing the duo sitting on
the floor of the police station
and arguing with policemen
that all children drink and a
bit of drinking does no
harm, went viral on Monday
night.
“Sabke bacche peete hain.
Kya hua jo thodi bahut le li?,”
the MLA is heard telling
officials at the Ratanada
police station while demanding the immediate release of
her nephew and his vehicle.

Congress to give 40%
of tickets to women
PNS n LUCKNOW

The Congress will give 40 per
cents of its tickets to women
candidates in the 2022 Uttar
Pradesh assembly elections,
party's general secretary
Priyanka Gandhi Vadra said on
Tuesday.
Gandhi told a news conference here that the decision is
aimed at making women,
roughly constituting half the
voters, a "full-fledged partner in
power".
While announcing the party's
decision, Gandhi, also the
party's Uttar Pradesh affairs
in-charge, however, remained
non-committal on contesting
the UP polls herself.
The Congress' decision to
field 40 per cent of woman candidates in UP, however, did not

go down well with its opponents
BJP and BSP both terming the
move a pure election drama .
Tasked with regaining the
party's lost ground in the politically crucial state, Priyanka
Gandhi, said, It's the party
promise to give 40 per cent tickets to women in the coming
elections.
Had I had my way, I would

PM VISIT TO KUSHINAGAR

Buddha relics from Lanka to be
accorded state guest-like status
PNS n NEW DELHI

Protocols reserved for state
guests will be followed to welcome Buddha relics from Sri
Lanka during Prime Minister
Narendra Modi's October 20
visit to Kushinagar to inaugurate
an international airport, Culture
Ministry sources said on
Tuesday.
A seat will be assigned for the
relics on a SriLankan Airlines
flight, an official said. A team of
123 Sri Lankan delegates,
including a 12-member Holy
Relic entourage led by the current mahanayaka of the
Waskaduwa Temple, will
accompany the relics.
The delegation will also comprise anunayakas (deputy
heads) of all four Nikatas

(orders) -- Asgiriya, Amarapura,
Ramanya, Malwatta -- of
Buddhism in Sri Lanka, as well
as five ministers of the country's
government led by cabinet minister Namal Rajapakshe.
"The relics will have a separate seat on a SriLankan Airlines
flight. The Uttar Pradesh Chief
Minister (Yogi Adityanath) will
receive the relics. All protocol
associated with state guest will
be followed. The relics will be
welcomed by 'Mahayana monks
at the venue," the official said.
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi will on Wednesday inaugurate the Kushinagar
International Airport, which is
an endeavour to connect
Buddhist pilgrimage sites
around the world and launch
various development projects

there during his visit to pollbound Uttar Pradesh.
The PMO said he will also
participate in an event marking
Abhidhamma Day at the
Mahaparinirvana Temple in
Kushinagar before attending a
public function to inaugurate
and lay the foundation stone of
various development projects.
The inauguration of the
Kushinagar International
Airport will be marked by the
landing of the inaugural flight
at the airport from Colombo, Sri
Lanka, carrying the Sri Lankan
delegation.
"The highlight of the event is
the Exposition of Holy Buddha
Relic being brought from
Waskaduwa Sri Subuddhi
Rajvihara Temple, Sri Lanka, by
the Mahanayake of the temple.”

have given 50 per cent tickets to
them, she said, adding the decision to field more and more
candidates would be taken forward in the 2024 polls
"There is no hidden meaning
to it. We want women in politics to become full-fledged partners in power, she said.
Gandhi's announcement was
greeted with the bursting of firecrackers and slogan-shouting by
women workers who were
watching the press conference
on a large screen elsewhere in
the party office.
Congress had won only seven
seats, including two by women,
in the 403-member UP house in
2017 polls.
Asked if she will also contest
the assembly elections, Priyanka
Gandhi said, It has not yet
been decided.

Strike to protest BJP
youth leader's killing
disrupts normal life
PNS n RAIGANJ (WB)

Roads wore a deserted look
and shops remained closed
since Tuesday morning in
West Bengal's Uttar Dinajpur,
due to a general strike called
by the BJP after a youth
leader of the saffron party
was shot dead at his home.
The BJP had given a call
for an eight-hour bandh from
6 am in Uttar Dinajpur.
Mithun Ghosh, the 37year-old Bharatiya Janata
Yuva Morcha (BJYM) leader,
was gunned down around
9.30 pm on Sunday in Itahar
area. One person has been
arrested in this connection,
an official said.

No Covid death
in Assam for
first time since
second wave
PNS n GUWAHATI

No COVID-19 death was
reported in Assam on
Tuesday, the first such
instance since the second
wave of the pandemic hit the
state in April this year, while
354 new cases raised the tally
to 6,07,119, a bulletin by the
National Health Mission said.
The toll remained
unchanged at 5,957, the bulletin stated. At least 1,347
COVID-19 patients in the
state have died to other reasons. The state for the first
time in ten days recorded
over 300 single-day cases.
Of the 354 new cases, 152
were
from
Kamrup
Metropolitan, 30 from
Barpeta and 28 from Jorhat.
Altogether 229 recovered
patients were discharged
from different hospitals during the day, taking the number of those cured of the disease to 5,97,577.
Assam currently has 2,238
active cases, the bulletin said.
The positivity rate stood at
0.89 per cent and the recovery rate at 98.43 per cent.
As many as 39, 654 sample
tests were conducted during
the day. According to the bulletin, 2,65,40,174 people have
been administered COVID19 vaccines thus far -67,64,725 of them having
taken both the doses.

School principals hail CBSE's reduced
exam duration, objective questions
he Central Board of Secondary Education's new format for first term board exams for

Tclasses 10 and 12, including 90 minutes long objective type tests, has been hailed by

several school principals who believe the decision will help enhance critical thinking of
students. Bifurcating the academic session, holding two term-end exams and rationalising
the syllabus were part of the special assessment
scheme for class 10 and 12 CBSE board exams
for 2021-22, which were announced in July in
view of the Covid pandemic. The first term exams
will begin from November 30 for major subjects,
while the schedule for minor subjects will be sent
to schools separately. "This will be exactly after
two years that the CBSE would be conducting
physical exams on such a large scale. The new
objective format has a five-minute increased
reading time, which is quite thoughtful and would
help the students to read the questions and the
options carefully before selecting the right answers. The idea of 90-minute tests in the first
term board exams is excellent as during the times of lockdown, the mode of teaching,
learning and grasping has undergone a massive change," Pallavi Upadhyaya said.

Owaisi slams Modi govt over
Pakistan playing T-20 in J&K
PNS n HYDERABAD

AIMIM President Asaduddin
Owaisi on Tuesday slammed
the Narendra Modi government for allowing the Indian
cricket team to play a T20
match with Pakistan at a time
when "our soldiers are being
killed in Kashmir".
India is scheduled to play
the first match of T20 World
Cup against Pakistan in Dubai
on October 24.
Addressing a public meeting
on the eve of Eid Milad-unNabi at AIMIM headquarters
Darussalam, he said: "Pakistan
is playing T20 with Indian lives
in Kashmir. How can we play
a match against them amid
regular terror attacks there?"
He recalled how Prime
Minister Modi had criticised
then
Prime
Minister
Manmohan Singh "for sharing
biryani with the Pakistan PM
when Indian jawans were
being killed on the borders".
Owaisi also alleged that the
targetted killings in Kashmir
were a result of lack of policy
of terrorism by the Modi government, and questioned the
government's claim that problems in Kashmir have ended
with the repeal of Article 370.
Referring to the death of
labourers from Bihar in
Kashmir, he wondered what
the intelligence agencies and
Home Minister Amit Shah
were doing.
The AIMIM leader also

A Naxal, carrying a reward of
Rs 2 lakh on his head and
involved in anti-police activities and killings, was arrested
on Tuesday from a forest area
in Gadchiroli district of
Maharashtra, police said.
The ultra, identified Magaru

DSS for air quality management in Delhi launched
PNS n NEW DELHI

Developed by the IITM, Pune,
a Decision Support System
(DSS) that extends the ability
of the existing AQEWS to
have decision-making capability for air quality management
in Delhi-NCR was launched

on Tuesday.
The website for the DSS
(https://ews.tropmet.res.in/dss
/) is designed to help the
Commission for Air Quality
Management for NCR and
Adjoining Areas (CAQM) by
delivering quantitative information about the contribution

Kataku Madavi, is a member of
the action team of the Permili
LOS group and also a senior
cadre of the DAKMS, an official said. Madavi was nabbed
during the search operation
conducted by the Gadchiroli
Police in the early hours of
Tuesday in the Perimili forest
area under the Aheri sub-

division of Gadchiroli, nearly
922 km from Mumbai, he
said.
"Madavi, a resident of
Bhamragad in the Gadchiroli
district in east Maharashtra,
was serving as a member of the
action team of the Permili
LOS group and as a senior
cadre of the DAKMS," he said.

Guj: Portuguese bank 3 bank staffers among 12 arrested for bid to cheat NRI
refunds Rs 31 L lost by
Vadodara businessman
PNS n VADODARA

A Portuguese bank has
refunded around Rs 31 lakh
belonging to a businessman in
Gujarat's Vadodara city, who
was allegedly duped
by cyber fraudsters
into depositing the
sum, police said
on Tuesday.
According to the
police, the complainant Ramesh
Shah had deposited
Rs 31 lakh in an account
of the bank Caixa Geral de
Depósitos Braga's Lisbon
branch, and the sum was
returned after the city cyber
crime officials approached the
bank and Lisbon cyber police
with a request.
"A team was formed to
investigate the case. Working in
coordination with the SBI, we
approached Portuguese bank
Caixa Geral de Depósitos at its

Lisbon and Mumbai branches,
and the SBI's branch in
Frankfurt, Germany. We also
wrote to the cyber crime police
in Lisbon and requested a
refund," the cyber police said
in a release.
Shah had purchased raw materials
for borosilicate glass
tubes from a
German company
and was about to
deposit the payment
into its official account,
when he received an email
from an address that closely
resembled that of the German
firm, it was stated.
In the email, cyber fraudsters misled Shah into believing that because of a change in
global strategy, he could no
longer deposit the money into
the regular German bank
account, and he was instead
asked to make a deposit in a
Portuguese bank, it said.

The Delhi Police Cyber Cell
has arrested 12 people, including three HDFC Bank employees, for allegedly trying to
withdraw money from the
account of an NRI, officials
said on Tuesday.
The bank had filed a complaint after noticing several
unauthorised attempts to

religious conversions and they
are trying to bring Citizenship
Amendment Act (CAA)
through backdoor. If I protest,
they book me under UAPA or
NSA."
At the press meet, he also
discussed how there are lack of
opportunities and no intermobility among Muslims.
According to him, because of
Hindutva, his Hindu friends
and business partners have
distanced themselves from
him.
Owaisi, however, advised
Muslims not to lose hope. He
said they should keep their
spirits up and face the situation
with courage.
He also urged the youth to
self-introspect and keep themselves away from all societal
evils by offering prayers, building character, desisting from
taking dowry and helping the
poor and needy, irrespective of
their community.

of emissions from Delhi and
its 19 surrounding districts;
the contribution of emissions
from eight different sectors in
Delhi; and the contribution
from biomass-burning activities in the neighbouring
states.
Recently, the Commission

reviewed the progress made by
IITM and had in principle
approved the current version of
DSS for air quality management in the Delhi-NCR. The
IITM has also developed a new
website for DSS with the entire
system made operational, the
release said.

Maha: Naxal carrying Rs 2 lakh
bounty held in Gadchiroli district
PNS n MUMBAI

PNS n NEW DELHI

lashed out at PM Modi for his
silence on petrol and diesel
prices.
"He is silent on skyrocketing
fuel prices. The cost of petrol
and diesel have hit the century mark, yet he has not commented on it."
Owaisi also questioned the
Prime Minister on his silence
over Chinese Army entering
and occupying the Indian territory. "Why is he afraid of
even taking the name of
China," he asked.
The AIMIM also voiced
concern over the situation
faced by Muslims in the country.
Quoting a 27-year-old
lawyer to describe the current
situation, he said: "A Muslim
is living under the threat of
someone attacking his shop or
a mob lynching him. He feels
helpless. They (the government) have criminalised triple
talaq, they have criminalised

access a Non-Resident Indian
(NRI) account using internet
banking services and to withdraw cash it using a fraudulently obtained cheque book, the
police said.
The miscreants also tried to
replace a US-based mobile
phone number associated with
the bank account with an identical Indian number, they said.
HDFC Bank alleged that 66

attempts were made to access
the internet banking services of
the account, a senior police
officer said.
During investigation, the
police conducted raids on 20
locations across Delhi,
Haryana and Uttar Pradesh,
and arrested 12 people, including three employees of the
bank who were involved in
issuing the cheque book,

updating the mobile phone
number and removing the
debt freeze of the account,
Deputy Commissioner of
Police (Cyber Cell) K P S
Malhotra said. The miscreants had come to know somehow that the account was dormant and had huge funds,
and they began gathering
information about it, the police
said.

Covid: India’s R-value
below 1 since Sept
PNS n MUMBAI

India's R-value, which reflects
how rapidly the coronavirus
pandemic is spreading, has
remained below 1 since
September, suggesting that the
infection rate is declining,
according to a study.
The Reproduction number
or R refers to how many people an infected person infects
on an average. In other words,
it tells how 'efficiently' a virus
is spreading.
An R-value smaller than 1

means the disease is spreading
slowly. Conversely, if R is greater
than 1, the number of infected
people is increasing in each
round - technically, this is what
is called the epidemic phase.
The bigger the number than
1, the faster the rate of spreading of the disease in the population. According to figures
calculated by researchers of
the Chennai-based Institute of
Mathematical Sciences, the Rvalue of top 10 states with most
number of active cases was
below 1 till October 18.

Man sans limbs undergoes rare bilateral hand transplant
PNS n MUMBAI

A rare bilateral hand transplant
surgery was conducted successfully at a hospital here on a 22year-old man who had lost
both his hands and feet in a
tragic accident.
According to a statement
issued by the hospital, the man
from Rajasthan recently underwent a complex bilateral hand
transplant surgery that lasted
for nearly 13 hours.
“It is a very rare case in
which a quadruple amputee (a

person without hands and feet)
had been reabulated with the
bilateral hand transplant procedure. Another case complication was the disfunction of
both the arms; one hand cut
was in below elbow and another one was above elbow which
made it much more challenging,” said Dr Nilesh Satbhai,
senior consultant, Plastic, Hand
and Reconstructive surgery.
The patient had suffered
electrical burns (after coming
in contact with a high-tension
wire) a year and a half ago.

“The case was very challenging and complicated. A bilater-

al transplant surgery was conducted wherein we had to

work on two hands of the
recipient and the two hands of
the donor to prepare the parts
and join them successfully.
Hence the surgery took 13
hours to complete,” Dr Satbhai
said.
He said it was the first-of-itskind surgery performed in
Mumbai at Global Hospitals
here. The surgery was completed successfully and the patient
is in a stable condition, he
added.
Dr Satbhai said the recipient
will have to take immuno-

separation medication and
maintain good hygiene to
guard against any infection
post-discharge.
"The recovery of hand will
take a time of three to four
months with constant physiotherapy sessions for at least a
year,” said the doctor.
Dr Satbhai had performed
the first such surgery on
Monika More, a young girl
from Mumbai who had lost
both of her hands in a train
accident in 2014. She underwent the transplant in 2020.
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PAPER WITH PASSION

Sigh of relief
A majority of unvaccinated children developing
COVID-19 antibodies comes as hope

T

he results of the third serosurvey conducted in Haryana are comforting.
Antibodies against SARSCoV-2 were found among 76.3 per cent of the State’s
population. This is a steep rise from a mere 14.8 per cent in October 2020
and eight per cent last August. A sero-positivity of 81.6 per cent was found in vaccinated people and 75.5 per cent in non-vaccinated. In urban Haryana, antibodies were found in 78.1 per cent of the people; in the rural areas the percentage is
75.1. The best news, however, relates to children. The survey found a sero-positivity rate of 69.8 per cent in children aged 6-9 years and 73.2 per cent in adolescents aged 10-17 years. This is the first time when children were included in
the survey. It is also established for the first time that over 70 per cent of nonvaccinated children have COVID-19 antibodies. The news comes as a relief when
children remain the only segment of the population who have not been vaccinated even though
the country is close to giving nearly 100 crore jabs.
The vaccines for children are still undergoing
human trials. The decision to re-open schools after
a gap of a year hinges on this very issue and some
States have reluctantly agreed to re-open schools
in stages. There still is a hesitancy among parents
to send their wards to school. A few other States
are planning to begin classes in November.
School managements are ensuring that the teaching and non-teaching staff are fully vaccinated and
safety protocols are in place to minimise the risk of infection.
Recent surveys from abroad have justified the fears of infection among children.
A study by teams from hospitals in MIT and Harvard has conclusively proved that
infants, children and adolescents are equally capable of replicating the COVID-19
virus. Examining COVID-19 positive children, they found that the levels of infection
are highest early in the illness in both symptomatic and asymptomatic patients. Overall,
the viral load did not correlate with the severity of the disease in the kids even though
they could infect other people. However, several studies have stated that very few
children have symptoms and they are at low risk of contracting the illness. In this
context, the Haryana serosurvey on children is a reassuring one. Based on the Haryana
survey results, it can safely be assumed that one can go slow with the vaccination
of healthy children and instead focus on fully covering the vulnerable population —
the elderly, and adults and children with co-morbidities. Even though a couple of vaccines have received the emergency use authorisation (EUA), it is unclear when the
vaccines for children below 18 will be available in the country. The chief of the national COVID-19 task force, VK Paul, has said that a final decision will depend on the
scientific rationale for vaccinating kids and the availability of sufficient doses for them.

PICTALK

More in our history
than the 1971 war

The Indian military’s habit of not fully recording war diaries has
provided opportunity to individuals to fiddle with and fabricate events

F

ifty years of the 1971
India-Pakistan war is
being commemorated
with great verve and gusto
by recalling the geostrategy, tactics and heroics of the great
Indian victory — one in 1000
years where the gains on the battlefield were frittered away across
the negotiating table. The war
corrected the geographical incongruity of Pakistan split into two
entities separated by 1000 miles.
The late politician and writer,
Jaswant Singh, called the victory
geography’s revenge over history
– when use of force resulted in
the birth of a new country
Bangladesh, formerly East
Pakistan. It was the 20th century’s last decisive war though it
could not settle the root cause of
India-Pakistan enmity – not J&K
but inimical behaviour of the
Pakistan Army.
In the previous century, except
for the World Wars, there is no
clear example of a decisive interstate war. But intra-state conflicts
produced outcomes. The stamping out of Khalistan movement
was a rare success for India. So was
the Taliban’s first take-over of
Afghanistan. Peaceful separation
of Czechoslovakia into Czech
Republic and Slovakia was a
unique event. In the 21st century
also, a number of internal conflicts
were resolved by use of force –
defeat of LTTE in Sri Lanka and
the recent re-conquest of
Afghanistan by the Taliban.
Another genre of military success
without the use of military force
was ‘fait accompli operations’ like
the Russian occupation of Crimea,
Chinese seizure of islands in the
South China Sea and the Chinese
intrusions into East Ladakh. In the
space between war and no-peace
is grey-zone operations, (HERE IS
THE CHANGE) which is the
defender's dilemma. And now,
with the advent of cyber war and
artificial intelligence, thinkers and
practitioners of war and conflict
have much to mull over. While the
nature and character of war have
changed, the principles of war are
more or less the same, technology being the consistent key driver
of shaping their outcomes .
Past wars and internal conflicts are not replicable. Take the
war for Bangladesh. The ten
months available for preparation,

obtaining air superiority and
assistance of Mukti Bahini are
some conditions that cannot be
recreated. Neither can the political cover provided by USSR
through its use of veto which
brought India time to ensure
the war did not end in cessation
of hostilities as Pakistan wished
but ended on Indian terms of
a full and complete surrender.
The talking point of the war
was whether Dacca was nominated as the final objective of
the war. It is clear from study
of various historical accounts
that Dacca was initially not the
ultimate objective but a less
ambitious mission was assigned
to the Eastern Army.
Improvisation and innovation
by both sides played a big part
in the war. Maj Gen Nazir
Husain Shah, GOC 16 Pakistan
Infantry Division and an alumni of Fort Leavenworth USA,
used to split a single battalion
into two even as portraying a
broad front was also practised
by Indian forces.
I would like to see during
commemoration events greater
emphasis on recalling Infantryled epic battles of Pirgunj,
Hilli, Sylhet and Akhaura to
name a few. The roadblock at
Pirgunj by 2/5 Gorkha Rifles
(FF), for example, turned the
flank of Pakistan 16 Infantry
Division fighting fortress
defence at Hilli by crossing the

INDIA MUST
CHERISH THE 1971
VICTORY AGAINST
PAKISTAN BUT
FOCUS ON
SMALL-UNIT
ACTIONS THAT
WILL BE RELEVANT
TO FUTURE
EXTERNAL WARS

Karatoya river. It was the first
turning movement south
towards Bogra and Dacca and
divided Pakistan’s 16 Infantry
Division. Similarly, 4/5 Gorkha
Rifles (FF) conducted India’s
first heliborne operations and
while reduced to half a battalion in combat, took the surrender of two Pakistani Brigades
on 15 December, one clear day
in advance of the Dacca surrender. They had earlier carried
out the first silent ‘khukuri’
attack at Atgram though the
British Gurkhas claimed the
honour earlier in Indonesia.
These short and sharp battles
hastened the termination of
war confirming Infantry as
the queen of battle. It would be
more useful to invite officers
who took part in these actions
rather than have the post-1971
war generation of officers to
pontificate on lessons and
dialectics of deterrence.
India must cherish the
1971 victory against Pakistan
but focus on small-unit actions
that will be relevant to future
external wars. The limited
war in Kargil was another
classic demonstration of
Infantry-led small unit battles
that evicted intruding
Pakistani forces across the
LoC. It is a pity that war histories on 1962 and IPKF Sri
Lanka, though chronicled,
have not been released for

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Snow-covered mountains after fresh snowfall, in Shimla

PTI

Blood sport?
The International Olympic Committee does not
heed protests against the Beijing Olympics

T

he flame of the 2022 Winter Olympics reaches Beijing in a day or two but China
has more cause for concern than celebration. A swarm of protests follows the
flame, lit at the birthplace of the ancient Olympics in southern Greece on Monday,
calling for a global boycott of the Games on account of alleged human rights violations by the Chinese Government. The ceremony of lighting the torch in Greece was
marred by protests, as three activists managed to
sneak into the venue holding a Tibetan flag and a banner reading ‘No genocide games’. The protests were
growing in tenor all through the year. Human rights
watch groups in the US and Europe launched a campaign to boycott the games because China allegedly
continues to harass Tibetans, strip Uighur Muslims
in Xinjiang of their religious and cultural identities, punish pro-democracy agitators in Hong Kong, and intimidate Taiwan. The possibility of the US boycotting the
games is remote but efforts are on to at least have a
diplomatic boycott by that country.
This is not the first time that China is facing flak in the run-up to an international
sporting event. It lost the bid for the 2000 Olympic games in 1993 because of the
bloody crackdown on student agitators in Tiananmen Square in 1989. China had hoped
to resurrect its international image by hosting the games but that was not to be. It
never faced a worse insult globally. It subsequently bid for the 2008 games. To show
a democratic face to the world, China came up with several concessions to impress
the Olympic committee. They included extending press freedom for foreign journalists in China, allowing them to travel across the country without having to apply for
permission. However, the protests continued as China refused to acknowledge any
wrong-doing. The Communist Party of China, which routinely ignores all human rights
charges, would do well to realise turning a deaf ear would not make the problem go
away. Evidence of Chinese high-handedness in Tibet and Xinjiang keeps leaking out
of the two regions despite State censorship. Those who manage to escape from the
mainland bring sordid tales with them. It comes as a small relief for China that the
International Olympic Committee is not interested in taking up the boycott call only
because it feels the games are neutral and should not be politicised.

ASHOK K MEHTA

THE MONSOON’S MOOD SWINGS
Sir — The Indian monsoon is nature's gift
to us. It is what gives us sustenance; it is
inseparable from Indian civilisation. Still
over the last few years, it has become erratic to the extent of venting nature’s fury and
causing widespread devastation. Its onset,
occurrence and withdrawal have come to
acquire a frightening dimension. Visuals
have shown how this year’s southwest monsoon has taken the shape of a ‘natural’ disaster. The stunning collapse of a house in
one unbroken piece into flood water has
become the defining image of the destruction caused by the deluge in Kerala and
other parts of the country.
The floods recurring year after year
add a new urgency to the restoration of the
monsoon to what it was before it assumed
the proportions of a ‘natural’ disaster. The
protection of mountains that serve as natural life givers in its wider sense will more
than halve the problem. Deforestation,
mining, construction and cultivation of
cash crops that are ecologically unsustainable and explain much of the change in the
monsoons must end; political parties and
governments must free themselves from
the hold of lobbies of various kinds
towards this end. The governments should
discontinue the practice of relaxing rules
pertaining to environmental clearance in
the name of ease of doing business. It is a
basic fact that economic growth at the cost
of ecology spells disaster.
G David Milton | Maruthancode
FINDING FENI IN GOA’S MUSEUM
Sir — India’s first museum dedicated to
alcohol has opened its doors to spirit enthusiasts in Goa. The museum, All About
Alcohol is a place to rejoice in North Goa’s
Candolim village. The museum houses
hundreds of artefacts linked to Feni —
Goa’s very own and a popular alcoholic
drink — including large, traditional glass
vats in which the local cashew-based alcohol used to be stored centuries ago. The
idea behind the museum was to make the
world aware of Goa’s rich heritage, especially the story of Feni. The answer to
whether there is another alcohol museum
in the world is absolutely no.

Can Sasikala fill the gaps?

nce a ‘girl Friday’ of the former Tamil
Nadu Chief Minister, VK Sasikala Natrajan
is back on the political scene after having spent four years behind bars following a
disproportionate assets case against her in
2017. Implicit in her recent overtures is her
cherished will of becoming an 'all in all' of the
All India Anna Dravida Munnetra Kazaghum
(AIADMK), she even unveiled a stone plaque
naming her as the general secretary of the
party at the memorial of MG Ramachandran,
the founder of the AIADMK. But to the cha-

O

If you go to Scotland, they are very
happy about their water, about their
drinks, etc. Similarly, in Russia, people feel
happy to show the drinks they have. When
we come to India, we project alcohol differently. For Goans, consumption of alcohol is a symbol of hospitality. It is a part
and parcel of the system in Goa. The
amount of information preserved here is
amazing. Feni lovers are awestruck with the
place. The amount of information they
have kept here for visitors to see is super
amazing. Sip on a glass of Feni as Goa displays the right trademark for its traditional drink. An indigenous alcoholic drink
synonymous with Goa, Feni will now be
on display in the museum.
CK Subramaniam | Mumbai
100 CRORE JABS, FINALLY
Sir — India has finally achieved the milestone of 100 crore vaccinations. Festive season will see yet another celebration soon
with tricolour hoisted at Red Fort, flag
raised at North and South Block in Delhi
with announcements at railway stations,

grin of Edappadi K Palaniswami and Utakarra
Thevar Panneerselvam, whose eyebrows
were raised while asserting that no one would
be elevated to the numero uno post of general secretary once held by 'Amma', who still
happens to be the incumbent despite being
no more.
Moreover, it is the people of Tamil Nadu
who are at the receiving end of the confusion
obfuscating the answer as to who among the
OPS-EPS-Sasikala trilogy, is the right choice.
Simultaneously, the TN Chief Minister MK
Stalin cannot afford to look forward to a new
challenger more, with the grand old party
keeping a low profile and the BJP thinking of
siding with the ruling DMK in the State. At the
end of the day, with the OPS-EPS together
eyeing a much more significant aspect of the
circumstances, whether or not VK Sasikala
will succeed in putting herself in Jayalalitha's
shoes remains a burning question.
Azhar A Khan | Rampu

aeroplanes, ships at the moment India
breach the 100 crores mark in administering cumulative number of COVID-19
doses. Additionally, the efforts of frontline
and healthcare workers in remote areas,
have been chronicled in the newlylaunched book 'Sentinels of the Soil', that
encapsulates stories of hardship faced by
healthcare workers from various states who
travelled to help propel India’s vaccination
drive.
Thanks to the combined efforts of the
Government, doctors, scientists and to all
the people of the country who got vaccinated and helped the Government achieve
this mark. There are plans of 80,000 vaccination centres to be activated to further
speed up the vaccination drive and be prepared for any uncertainties.
Congratulations to every single person
who has contributed his effort in this
achievement.
Somya Agrawal | Ujjain
Send your feedback to:
letterstopioneer@gmail.com

political reasons. The Indian
military’s bad habit of not
fully and faithfully recording
war diaries has provided
opportunity to individual participants in wars to fiddle with
and fabricate events to
enhance their personal heroics. The media in general and
social media in particular,
without verifying factuals, have
contributed to this.
Biographies and autobiographies are especially culpable as they embellish the record
of units and individuals beyond
what is recorded in regimental
history. And where there is no
official regimental history,
some writers have gone to
town enhancing their stature.
All write-ups about past wars
must be vetted by MoD historical section and a certification
obtained from the authors that
they have not used material
which is not in official records.
The Government has fudged
events in East Ladakh, pretending the PLA intrusions have not
altered the LAC. Even so, the
1971 success on the battlefield
is India’s big redeemer and
greatest victory.
(The writer, a retired Major
General, was Commander,
IPKF South, Sri Lanka, and
founder member of the Defence
Planning Staff, currently the
Integrated Defence Staff. The
views expressed are personal.)

SOUNDBITE
Tejashwi Yadav
violated the coalition
pact. He denied our
demand of one seat
of our stronghold
Kusheshwar Asthan.
Congress Bihar in-charge
— Bhakta Charan Das
The US values
Georgia as a
strategic partner
and our support
for Georgia's
sovereignty and territorial
integrity is unwavering.
US Defence Secretary
— Lloyd Austin
I believe Dhaakad
is Bollywood's first
woman-centred spy
thriller. I am really
happy about this.
Actor
— Kangana Ranaut
Ravindra Jadeja’s
batting has come
out in leaps and
bounds. So you can
treat him as one of
the top-order batsmen.
Former India bowler
— Ajit Agarkar

The friendship
between India and
Bangladesh is very
old. Fundamentalist
or any other forces
should not be allowed to
destroy these relations.
Tripura Chief Minister
— Biplab Kumar Deb
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FIRSTCOLUMN
THE NEXT BIG THING
IN JOURNALISM
Journalism has seen a sea change because
of technological adoptions over time

Setting up ‘bad
banks’ for the good

GOVIND
BHATTACHARJEE

In India, Government-sponsored bad bank has never been tried, though
there are several asset reconstruction companies functioning sub-optimally
ANAND J KULKARNI
SANTOSH K BISWAL
he use of artificial intelligence (AI) in the field of journalism, often
dubbed as a race with the machine, is getting eventually apparent.
Recently, certain international news media organizations have tapped
the power of AI to cover and report on the recent blast at a mosque in
Kandahar city of Afghanistan that killed 37 people. AI tools are used to
measure and report that the nation is grappling with insecurity and unrest.
These news media organizations have been actively engaged in automating tasks essential for journalistic production. AI has come in handy to
detect, extract and verify data essential for news stories and graphics.
Such tools are being used for sorting, selecting and prioritizing the filters in the journalistic process of news stories. The use of AI is comparatively new. Its efficacy in reporting and disseminating conflicting news
stories is established. It has the ability to build and update data visualizations in real time. The tools can be beneficial for the reporters in conflict zones in which the machine makes easy to source through footage
from war zones. Human rights activists have started resorting to source
the footage required for documenting human rights violations. Hence,
AI tools are intensifying the level of activism in real time. During the time
of the pandemic, AI tools provided potential aids for journalists in disseminating useful information to the citizens. When thousands of jour-

T

nalists were infected with the virus, the importance of AI tools in gathering, sorting, verifying and disseminating information went up substantially. AI tools are systematically programmed to identify fake news, helping journalists file correct and unbiased news stories. It can also debunk
fake news flooded in social media platforms. AI thus protects the spirit of news values and ethical responsibility of journalists. The field of
journalism has witnessed sea changes because of technological adoptions from time to time. All these raise the pros and cons of using AI
tools in journalism. Augmenting reporting has become a major area of
journalism. AI in journalism has brought numerous benefits. These tools
have comparatively made easy for investigative journalists to save time
and money. This has further strengthened the process and format of
storytelling. Automation has facilitated reporting from local to international stories. Data journalism is transforming to the next level. AI robots
are turning into news reporters. All these are becoming viable because
of algorithms, databases and machine learning. There are fair chances
for errors and biases to creep into the newsrooms. A small or a hyperlocal media organization which might not be equipped with minimum
resources to adopt AI tools may see newspersons falling prey to the
machines. Journalists need to be trained and transformed for the best
utilization of technologies.The fear of machine replacing the human is
still there. However, any technology including AI is not going to replace
journalists; however, this new technology can be a friendly assistant or
a buddy. With the advent of new technological tools, all from reporters
to editors will be re-oriented to deliver more credible and value-added
contents to their target audience. Moreover, the issue of digital divide in
newsrooms is there across the globe. Newsrooms in western countries
are better positioned than the rest of the world in exploiting the AI tools
in storytelling. The emergence of innovation and adoption of newer technologies in any profession has become obligatory. The profession of
journalism is no exception to it. The production, distribution and consumption of news will be considerably driven by AI tools in the days to
come. Digital literacy is the need of the hour on the part of the journalists across the competitive globe.
(Kulkarni is an Associate Director of the Institute of Artificial
Intelligence, MIT World Peace University, Pune. Biswal teaches at
Symbiosis Institute of Media and Communication, Symbiosis International
(Deemed University), Pune. The views expressed are personal.)

I

ndia’s first-ever government-sponsored “Bad Bank” is now closer to
reality. Following the Finance
Minister’s announcement in the
Union Budget earlier this year, a National
Asset Reconstruction Company
(NARCL) has been set up to acquire fully
provisioned stressed assets worth about
`2 lakh crore from various commercial
banks in different phases, about a quarter of the total.
Another entity called India Debt
Resolution Company Ltd (IDRCL) will
then sell these stressed assets in the market to pay back to the banks. Public Sector
Banks (PSBs) will have almost half the
total shares of both (51 and 49 percent
respectively), in which the private sector
will also be stakeholders. The initial
investment would be around `6,000
crore.
NARCL will buy the buy distressed
assets at a discount from the banks by
paying 15 percent cash; for the balance
85 percent, they will issue security
receipts like debentures, bonds, etc., to the
banks. Last month the government had
cleared the proposal to provide `30,600
crore to the NARCL as a guarantee for the
security receipts to be invoked in case the
sale results in a loss to cover the same, but
the guarantee will not be valid beyond five
years to build in some incentive to accelerate the process of resolution; the guarantee fee to be paid by NARCL will also
increase gradually. Since guarantees constitute contingent liability for the government, there would be no immediate fiscal impact or cash outgo for the Centre.
Inherited as a legacy from the past,
partly as a fallout of the economic meltdown of 2008 and partly because of crony
capitalism which forced many PSBs to
give loans without proper assessment of
profitability of the relevant project proposals due to which many of these projects either could not materialise or were
unable to generate enough income to pay
back the loans, the NPAs started mounting. Since 2016, when the RBI tightened
the controls on banks and forced them to
clean their balance sheets, the NPAs had
to be written off or recognised in their balance sheets. This eroded their capital base
making them unable to lend afresh, and
their profitability was seriously affected.
To keep such banks — mostly PSBs
— in business, the government had to
recapitalise them from time to time with
public finds. Things took a turn for the
worse when since 2017 when the economy had started slowing, and the pandemic then delivered the death blow. As
per S&P Global Ratings estimate, stressed
assets of Indian banks including restructured loans will reach 11-12 percent in
2021-22, up from 8.7 percent at the end
of the last fiscal, one of the highest in the
world, comparable to Russia or Greece.
By taking over the stressed assets and paying the banks which will provide them
fresh capital, the bad bank will help the

IN 2018, JUST
TWO OUT OF 21
PUBLIC SECTOR
BANKS WERE
PROFITABLE. BUT
IN 2021, ONLY
TWO BANKS
(PUNJAB & SIND
BANK AND
CENTRAL BANK)
REPORTED
LOSSES. AS
PART OF THE
REFORMS, THE
GOVERNMENT
HAS MERGED
MANY SMALLER
PUBLIC SECTOR
BANKS WITH
LARGER ONES
AND NOW THEIR
TOTAL NUMBER
STANDS AT 12

(The author is former
Director General,
Comptroller & Auditor
General of India and
currently a professor at
Arun Jaitley National
Institute of Financial
Management. The views
expressed are personal.)

commercial banks to recover a part
of their bad loans.
This is a most welcome and a
long overdue proposal to resolve
the stressed asset problem of
banks, private as well as public.
The existing acts, viz., the
Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code
(IBC) 2016 and Reconstruction of
Financial Assets and Securitisation
and Enforcement of Security
Interest (SARFAESI) Act 2002,
have proved inadequate for insolvency resolution and to address the
problem of NPAs of banks. The
SARFAESI Act which enables registration and regulation of Asset
Reconstruction Companies
(ARCs) by the RBI allows the
banks to auction the residential
and commercial properties of borrowers to recover outstanding
dues. It applies where the borrowing entity is left with neither any
revenue source nor an opportunity to resurrect the business, and
where no substantial assets are also
lying with the guarantors, while a
resolution plan under the IBC is
intended to put the debtor back on
its feet, not simply for recovering
the dues of its creditors.As the
Supreme Court had said in a case,
“the primary focus of the legislation (IBC) is to ensure revival and
continuance of the corporate
debtor by protecting the corporate
debtor from its own management
and from a corporate death by liquidation.”
About 4,541 corporates have so
far been admitted into the
Corporate Insolvency Resolution
Process (CIRP), only 1,745 CIRPs

have completed the process, either
yielding resolution plans or ending up with liquidation. IBC, now
five years old and which was suspended during the Covid crisis, is
due for an overhaul, including prepack for the MSMEs which could
later be extended to other companies, allowing a debt resolution
mechanism outside the IBC. The
existing processes need additional support from other mechanisms, and this is where the band
bank fits in.
Bad bank is not a new idea —
they have been in existence since
the 1980s, but the East Asian currency crisis and the 2008 subprime
crisis made many countries to set
up bad banks, including the US,
Sweden, Finland, Belgium,
Malaysia, South Korea, China or
Indonesia, but in India the idea of
government sponsored bad bank
has never been tried earlier, though
there are several private Asset
Reconstruction Companies which
are functioning sub-optimally.
This is another major institutional reform and the Government
must be given the credit for it.
Whether it will work or not, only
time can tell. While it has met with
success in many countries, in
China they have been struggling,
and the collapse of Evergrande is
likely to worsen the situation further. In any case, ARCs cannot be
a permanent mechanism, indeed
it has a sunset clause allowing it to
be wound up within five to eight
years.
Banking reform has been one
major focus area of the govern-

ment which came up with a 4-R
strategy - recognition, resolution,
recapitalisation and reforms. After
recognition, quantification of
NPAs started in a planned manner
and banks slowly started recovering their dues. In 2018, just two out
of 21 public sector banks were
profitable. But in 2021, only two
banks (Punjab & Sind Bank and
Central Bank) reported losses. As
part of the reforms, the government has merged many smaller
PSBs with larger ones, and now
their total number is stands at 12.
There are several problems,
apart from finding potential buyers from the stressed assets of
banks. Valuation of the assets is
one, which will determine the
loss. In fact, there has been some
criticism that the government is
actually guaranteeing the losses of
private enterprises and that the
PSBs, being shareholders of both
NARCL and IDRCL, will in effect
be buying their own stressed
assets. So far, the Indian experience
has preferred resolution via IBC
over the private ARCs, which
have a low capital requirement of
only `100 crore.
The regulatory environment
for the ARCs which has remained
practically static ever since they
had emerged in the 2000s also
needs an overhaul. Stressed assets
will not disappear anytime soon,
and we need to enable such institutions to help absorb the stressed
assets. Economy cannot grow
without an adequate supply of
credit and creating a level playing field for all.

POINTCOUNTERPOINT
BY MAKING THE GIRLS WEAR TURBANS
RESEMBLING COLOURS OF THE BJP SYMBOL,
THE CM HAS POLITICISED KANYA PUJAN.
—CONGRESS SPOKESPERSON
NARENDRA SALUJA

CONGRESS LEADERS ARE OPPOSING KANYA
PUJAN DONE BY ME. THEN WHAT SHALL I DO,
PERFORM CONGRESS PUJAN?
—MADHYA PRADESH CHIEF MINISTER
SHIVRAJ SINGH CHOUHAN

Party stuck with Gandhis; Gandhis with the party
As expected, not even a whimper was heard from the G23 that made much noise in media for months on the need for full-time leadership

T

he Gandhi family has
established its claim
over the Congress party
this week as seen by Sonia
Gandhi’s assertive speech at
Saturday’s
Working
Committee meeting. Her message to the Party in simple
words is that “we are the
Gandhis, and we rule as long
as we want; challenge us now.”
As expected, not even a whimper was heard from the Group
of 23 rebels that made much
noise in the media for months
on the need for full-time leadership and organisational elections. As expected, the CWC
unanimously expressed confidence in the Gandhi family.
The CWC meeting went off as
per Gandhi’s script.
Indeed, she shut them by
giving a road map for elections, but it will take place only

KALYANI SHANKAR

(The writer is a senior
journalist. The views
expressed are personal.)

next after the crucial elections
to some States taken place.
The loyalists who numbered many also raised a chorus for Rahul Gandhi to take
over the party. He has condescended to consider the issue
keeping his options open.
Meanwhile, he will continue to
make decisions with his sister
Priyanka Gandhi and impose
their favorites on the Party in
powerful positions as they
have done with Punjab leader
Navjot Sidhu and elsewhere.
They will also have a free hand
in distributing tickets in the
upcoming elections.
Sonia has announced
that she is a ‘full-time and
hands-on’ president, but this
will be tougher than it was for
her in 1998 or 2004. Then, she
was much younger and had
reasonably good political

advisers. There was a mystique
around her. Those leaders, like
Arjun Singh, ML Fotedar,
Ahmed Patel, and AK Antony,
were experienced and shrewd
politicians. Today, she has to
run the Party through her children while taking flak for
their immature decisions.
Sonia Gandhi fights well
when there are challenges, as
she has had shown since 1998.
She took over the reins of the
Party when it was sinking

under Sitaram Kesri’s leadership and a surging BJP. No one
expected the UPA to win in
2004. The real coup was when
she chose to do back-seat driving rather than become the
Prime Minister and she
‘appointed’ Dr Manmohan
Singh to the post. She ran the
Party and the Government for
the next ten years from
remote. A Gandhi family
member at the helm is certainly a comforting feeling for
Congress persons, not with
standing the opinion of voters.
When Rahul resigned
owning moral responsibility
for the Party’s poor show in
2019, the Party could not
look beyond the Gandhis.
Rahul got what he wanted —
an unassailable decision-making power without responsibility. By now, his sister Priyanka

Gandhi has joined her brother in taking decisions from
afar.
Sonia’s first challenge now
is to check the continuous erosion in the Party. Leaders like
Jyotiraditya Scindia, Jitin
Prasada, now Amarender
Singh and former Goa Chief
Minister Luizinho Faleiro have
quit the Party for greener
pastures. More are likely to follow.
The second challenge is to
win some States in the upcoming Assembly polls. Uttar
Pradesh is crucial though the
Party has not tasted power
there since 1989. It was in a
position to win Punjab, but the
Gandhi siblings spoilt it by
choosing an undeserving
Sidhu as PCC chief.
The third is reviving the
organisation’s machinery. The

general secretaries in charge of
poll-bound States should
spend more time on the
ground. The selection of candidates is vital. Sonia needs to
enthuse the organisation. She
should set up booth committees that play a crucial role at
the time of elections.
The fourth is to choose
vital issues for exposing the
Modi Government. There are
many such issues like petrol
price hike, inflation, farmer’s
agitation, COVID handling
and many more. Sonia needs
foot soldiers to do the propaganda.
The fifth is uniting the
Opposition. Many of them like
Mamata Banerjee and Sharad
Pawar are making efforts to
join the resistance. Otherwise,
Modi has the advantage even
in 2024. Fortunately, Sonia has

got adequate respect and command from the opposition
leaders.
But before everything, she
must address the grievances of
the Group of 23 rebels and
bring them back to her side.
They cannot be suppressed as
leaders like Ghulam Nabi
Azad, Anand Sharma, Shashi
Tharoor, Kapil Sibal, and
Manish Tiwari are articulate.
As Sonia herself said in the
meeting, unity and discipline
in the Party are very important.
Saturday’s CWC proved
that the Party is stuck with the
Gandhis and the Gandhis are
stuck with the Party. Both have
to change their attitudes and
walk in step with the voters;
the electorate has changed
and has become more aspirational and impatient.
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Market snaps 7-day winning run on
profit-booking; ITC tanks over 6 pc
PNS n MUMBAI

Snapping their seven-session
rising streak, equity benchmarks Sensex and Nifty ended
with marginal losses on
Tuesday as investors booked
profits at record levels.
After touching its lifetime
high of 62,245.43 during the
session, the 30-share BSE
Sensex settled 49.54 points or
0.08 per cent lower at
61,716.05.
Similarly, the Nifty shed
58.30 points or 0.32 per cent
to close at 18,418.75. It
touched a new intra-day
record of 18,604.45 in early
deals.
ITC was the top laggard in
the Sensex pack, tanking over
6 per cent, followed by HUL,
Titan, Tata Steel, UltraTech
Cement and PowerGrid.
On the other hand, Tech
Mahindra, L&T, Infosys, Bajaj
Finserv, Kotak Bank and
HDFC Bank were among the
gainers.
"Indices met with profit
taking even as the IT Index

stood tall through the day
which indeed had several
bouts of volatility," said S
R anganathan, Head of
Research at LKP Securities.
Market breadth too was
weak with declines outpacing
advances led by the big names
of the FMCG sector as the
street awaits a

slew of primary market offerings in the near term, he
noted, adding that the broader markets clearly witnessed
profit booking in several top
performing midcap names.
Elsewhere in
Asia,

oney
atters
MCG major Procter and Gamble (P&G) India on Tuesday

accelerate growth in rural areas by
collaborating with external partners on
innovations tailored for consumers and
retailers for such markets. The 'P&G
Rural Growth Fund' will provide external
partners an opportunity to collaborate
with P&G on business solutions
customised for meeting the needs of rural
consumers, the company said. This new
fund is a part of P&G India's 'vGROW' program that focuses on
identifying and collaborating with start-ups and small businesses.

HUL Quarter 2 net rises
10.7% to Rs 2,185 crore
MCG major Hindustan Unilever on Tuesday reported a 10.69 per

Fcent rise in consolidated net profit to Rs 2,185 crore for the second
quarter ended September 30. The
company had posted a net profit of Rs
1,974 crore in the July-September quarter
of the previous fiscal. Its revenue from
sales during the quarter under review
stood at Rs 12,812 crore, up 11.31 per
cent, against Rs 11,510 crore a year ago,
Hindustan Unilever Ltd (HUL) said in a
regulatory filing. HUL's total expenses
were at Rs 10,129 crore in Q2 FY2021-22 compared to Rs 9,054
crore in the year-ago period.

PB Fintech gets Sebi's nod to
raise over Rs 6K-cr via IPO
B Fintech Ltd, which operates online insurance platform

PPolicybazaar and credit comparison portal Paisabazaar, has

received capital markets regulator Sebi's
approval to raise Rs 6,017.50 crore
through an initial share-sale. The initial
public offer (IPO) comprises a fresh issue
of Rs 3,750 crore worth of equity shares
and an offer for sale of Rs 2,267.50 crore
by existing shareholders, according to
draft red herring prospectus (DRHP). As
part of the OFS, SVF Python II will sell
shares worth Rs 1,875 crore, Yashish Dahiya will sell shares worth Rs
250 crore and some other selling shareholders will also offer shares.

Gold rallies Rs 256; silver
jumps Rs 188
old in the national capital on Tuesday rallied by Rs 256 to Rs

G46,580 per 10 gram in line with a jump in international precious

metal prices, according to HDFC
Securities. In the previous trade, the
precious metal had settled at Rs 46,324
per 10 gram. Silver also jumped Rs 188 to
Rs 62,328 per kilogram from Rs 62,140
per kilogram in the previous trade. In the
international market, gold was trading
higher at USD 1,782 per ounce and silver
was flat at USD 23.72 per ounce. "Gold
prices traded higher where spot gold prices at COMEX rose by more
than 1 per cent to USD 1,782 per ounce on Tuesday.

PNS n NEW DELHI

Apple lines up
new MacBook
pro, music
voice plan
PNS n NEW DELHI

Apple will soon bring its latest lineup of MacBook Pro
models along with HomePod
mini, AirPods and a new
music experience under
Apple Music Voice Plan for
Indian consumers.
Apple's new M1 Pro and
M1 Max, available in 14 and
16-inch models, delivers
groundbreaking processing,
graphics and machine learning (ML) performance.
The new MacBook Pro
range with M1 Pro and M1
Max are available to order via
Apple's online store and will
begin arriving to customers
and its authorised resellers
from October 26. “We set out
to create the world's best pro
notebook, and today we're
excited to introduce the allnew MacBook Pro with M1
Pro and M1 Max -- a gamechanging combination of
phenomenal performance,
unrivalled battery life, and
groundbreaking features,”
Apple senior vice president of
Worldwide Marketing Greg
Joswiak said.

arketWolf, an intra-day options only trading app, on Tuesday said

Mit has raised USD 5.5 million (about Rs 41.2 crore) in seed

funding from a clutch of high profile
individual investors. Some of these
investors include Anil Thadani, Ashutosh
Sinha, Roy van Leeuwen (Head of Benelux
region at Auto1), Tomas Urbanec (former
CEO of Prudential Assurance Singapore),
Anuj Srivastava and Ramakant Sharma
(Livspace co-founders), a statement said.
MarketWolf had raised USD 1.7 million
during its angel round, and has mopped up a total of USD 7.2 million
to date, it added.

Similarly, the
Nifty shed
58.30 points or
0.32 % to close
at 18,418.75. It
touched a new
intra-day record
of 18,604.45 in
early deals.

Volvo Car India on Tuesday
launched two models -- S90
and XC 60 -- with petrol-mild
hybrid powertrains as part of its
plans to shift to the petrol-only
portfolio by this year-end.
The new S90 B5 Inscription
sedan and XC60 B5 Inscription
SUV now feature a 1,969 cc
petrol engine paired with a 48volt battery.
Both the models are priced
at Rs 61.9 lakh (ex-showroom).
"We have had a good three
quarters this year, which are a
reflection of customer confidence. This has given us a good
footing as we commence into
2022 with new cars.
“These models come powerpacked with new feature offerings, which I am confident will

increase the luxury mobility of
our customers," Volvo Car
India MD Jyoti Malhotra said.
With the introduction of
these new models and the
upcoming XC90, the automaker would complete its transition
to the petrol portfolio, he
added.
"After shifting to petrol, we
plan to start the shift towards
electric. The first battery-electric car would be launched in
2022 as per our plans to be a
fully electric car company by
2030," Malhotra said while
unveiling the new models.
Features like digital services
giving access to Google apps,
other apps and services, which
offer hands-free help with
Google Assistant, navigation
through Google Maps are available in both the models.

Gross NPAs of banks to rise
to 8-9% this fiscal: Report
PNS n MUMBAI

Gross non-performing assets
(NPAs) of banks are expected
to increase to 8-9 per cent in
the current financial year, credit rating agency Crisil said in
a report.
This will be well below the
peak of 11.2 per cent seen at
the end of fiscal 2018.
According to the agency, the
Covid-19 relief measures such
as the restructuring dispensation, and the Emergency
Credit Line Guarantee Scheme
(ECLGS) will help limit the rise
in banks gross NPAs.
With around 2 per cent of
bank credit expected under
restructuring by the end of this
fiscal, stressed assets?comprising gross NPAs and loan book
under restructuring?should
touch 10-11 per cent this fiscal, it said.
"The retail and MSME segments, which together form
close to 40 per cent of bank
credit, are expected to see
higher accretion of NPAs and
stressed assets this time
around," the agency's senior

director and deputy chief ratings officer Krishnan
Sitaraman said in the report.
Stressed assets in these two
segments are seen rising to 45 per cent and 17-18 per cent,
respectively, by this fiscal end,
he said.
The agency said operationalisation of the National
Asset
Reconstruction
Company Ltd (NARCL) by the
end of this fiscal and the
expected first-round sale of Rs
90,000 crore NPAs could lead
to lower reported gross NPAs.
The report expects the corporate segment to be far more
resilient. A large part of the
stress in the corporate portfolio had already been recognised during the asset quality
review initiated five years ago.
"That, coupled with the secular deleveraging trend, has
strengthened the balance
sheets of corporates, and
enabled them to tide over the
pandemic relatively unscathed
compared with retail and
MSME borrowers," it said.
This is evident from restructuring of only around 1 per

PNS n NEW DELHI

Digital transformation will
help India become a
USD 5-trillion economy and achieve the
Aatmanirbhar
Bharat (self-reliant
India) target, said
Schneider Electric
India CEO Anil
Chaudhry on Tuesday.
Schneider Electric, a
leader in the digital transformation of energy management

PNS n NEW DELHI

Automaker Jeep India on
Tuesday said it is recalling 39
fully imported units of Jeep
Wrangler in order to inspect
and replace fuel supply line
connector.
The company said it is
recalling the SUV units manufactured between January
24, 2020 and March 17, 2020.
As part of the regular vehicle audit process, quality con-

trol identified
the potential to
replace the fuel supply line
connector, which may have a
propensity to crack, resulting
in a leak from the fuel lines,
which may cause a fire hazard,
Jeep India said in a statement.
As a safety precaution, the
39 Jeep Wrangler units will be
voluntarily recalled in order to
eliminate any risk to the vehicle occupants, the vehicle itself
and the people who might be

in close
range of the vehicle at any given time, it added.
The locally-assembled Jeep
Wrangler is unaffected by this
recall, the automaker stated.
“Customer safety and the
quality of our vehicles are the
topmost priorities for us.
Thanks to our continuous and
stringent quality control
processes this issue was identified early.”

Dr Reddy’s lab receives USFDA approval to market Lenalidomide capsule
PNS n NEW DELHI

Dr Reddy's Laboratories on
Tuesday said it has received
approval from the US health
regulator
to
market
Lenalidomide capsules, used
to treat multiple myeloma
and myelodysplastic syndromes.

The company has received
final approval of its abbreviated new drug application
(ANDA) for Lenalidomide
capsules in 2.5 mg and 20 mg
strengths, and tentative
approval for 5 mg, 10 mg, 15
mg, and 25 mg strengths from
the US Food and Drug
Administration (USFDA), the

Hyderabad-based drug major
said in a regulatory filing.
The company's product is
the generic version of
Revlimid (lenalidomide) capsules. With the approval, Dr
Reddy's is eligible for 180
days of generic drug exclusivity for Lenalidomide capsules,
2.5 mg and 20 mg, the drug-

maker said.
In September 2020, the company had announced a settlement agreement of their litigation with Celgene, the maker of
Revlimid capsules and a
wholly-owned subsidiary
of Bristol Myers
Squibb, relating to
patents for the

and automation, kicked off the
Innovation Summit India 2021
on Tuesday.
On the first day of the
virtual summit, the
company brought
together key policymakers, industry
leaders, customers
and partners who
shared
critical
insights on the role of
disruptive technology to
accelerate the digital transformation towards 'building a sus-

tainable and resilient future,
with an Aatmanirbhar Bharat'.
In a session of the summit,
Anil Chaudhry said, "India is
one of the fastest-growing
economies in the world and
digital transformation would
help India become a USD 5-trillion economy and achieve
Aatmanirbharta (self-reliance)."
He is of the view that digitisation is crucial in making
India a manufacturing hub in
order to realise the i4i and i4w
dream.

PNS n MUMBAI

Express distribution firm Gati
has ramped up its network
capacity by 20-25 per cent by
adding 100 line haul trucks to
its flexi network to connect the
demand locations besides scaling up workforce by at least 15
per cent, a release said on
Tuesday
The move is aimed at cutting down the dwell time further view of the huge spike in
demand during the festival

season, which is considered a
stress-test time for supply
chain players, it said.
Moreover, to cater to the
festive demand more efficiently, Gati Air has bolstered
its network by partnering
with leading airlines providing direct connections to 28
commercial airports in India.
This is third direct airline
engagement this year,
strengthening network connectivity to 34 commercial
airports, the company said.

Economy on brink, Taliban chase former technocrats
When the Taliban swept into
power,
they
found
Afghanistan's economy fast
approaching the brink and
were faced with harrowing
predictions of growing poverty and hunger. So they ordered
the financial managers of the
collapsed former government
back to work, with an urgent
directive: Do your jobs,
because we can't.
In the 20 years since the
Taliban last ruled, Afghanistan
evolved from an economy dealing mostly in illicit enterprise
to a sophisticated, multi-billion-dollar system fueled by
donor aid and international

cent in the segment, the report
said.
It expects corporate stressed
assets to remain range-bound
at 9-10 per cent this fiscal.
The rural segment, which
was hit harder during the second wave of the pandemic, has
also seen a strong recovery
and, therefore, stressed assets
in the agriculture segment are
expected to remain relatively
stable.
The agency's director Subha
Sri Narayanan said while the
performance of the restructured portfolio will definitely
need close monitoring, the
slippages from the restructured book are expected to be
lower this time.
These estimates are predicated on a base-case scenario
of 9.5 per cent GDP growth
this fiscal and continued
improvement in corporate
credit quality, the rating agency
said.
A virulent third wave and
significant deceleration in
demand growth could pose
significant downside risks to
these estimates, it said.

Jeep India recalls 39 Jeep
Wrangler units to
fix fuel supply part

Digital transformation to aid India Gati ramps up network
become US$ 5-trillion economy capacity by 20-25 pc

PNS n KABUL

MarketWolf raises $5.5
million in funding

After touching
its lifetime high
of 62,245.43
during the
session, the
30-share BSE
Sensex settled
49.54 points or
0.08 % lower at
61,716.05.

Volvo launches S90, XC60 with
petrol mild-hybrid powertrains

P&G India launches Rs 500 cr
fund to accelerate growth
Fannounced a fund worth Rs 500 crore through which it aims to

bourses in Hong Kong,
Shanghai, Seoul and Tokyo
ended with gains.
Stock exchanges in Europe
were largely trading on a positive note in the afternoon session.
International
oil benchmark
Brent crude
rose 0.66 per
cent to USD 84.89
per barrel.
The domestic
currency market
was closed on
account of
‘Id-E-Milad'
holiday.

trade. The Taliban, a movement borne out of the rural
clergy, struggled to grasp the
extent of the transformation.
Four employees from financial institutions told The
Associated Press how the
Taliban commanded bureaucrats from the previous government's Finance Ministry, central bank and other stateowned banks to return to work.
Their accounts were confirmed
by three Taliban officials.
“They told us, We are not
experts, you know what is better for the country, how we can
survive under these challenges'," recalled one state bank
official, who like others spoke
on condition of anonymity

because he was not authorised
to speak on record.
They told him, “Do what
you must,” but warned, “God is

watching you, and you will be
accountable for what you do on
Judgment Day'."
Quietly, these technocrats

are advising the Taliban leadership in the running of the
crippled financial sector. They
tell them what to do and how
to do it. But, as seasoned
experts, they see no way out of
Afghanistan's economic quagmire: With billions in international funds frozen, the best
they can muster in domestic
revenues is $500 million to
$700 million, not enough to
pay public salaries or provide
basic goods and services.
The Taliban are buttressing
relations with local businessmen to keep them operating,
while the leadership makes its
case for international recognition in meetings with foreign
officials.

branded
drug.

ConveGenius
raises $5 mn
to launch
conversational
AI platform
PNS n NEW DELHI

IT startup ConveGenius has
raised USD 5 million (about
Rs 37 crore) in venture capital funding to launch its
conversational AI platform
ConveGenius AI in India
and global markets, the
company said on Tuesday.
The pre-seed round was
led by new investors, BAce
Capital, Heritas Capital and
3Lines Venture Capital.
Existing investors Michael
and Susan Dell Foundation
also participated in the
funding round. The company at present operates in India
and aims to expand its products on the Whatsapp ecosystem and other Conversational
AI-based channels horizontally to service more customers
across different verticals and
allow developers to launch
their solutions on the platform.
"We are excited to launch
ConveGenius AI for democratising digital access to billions of users globally and
make knowledge and content
accessible with one-click
experiences," CEO Jairaj
Bhattacharya said.
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Kanye West officially
Kangana shares her
changes his name to Ye four looks from spy
n an interesting news
update, Kanye West has
legally changed his name to
Ye, something he has
desired for a long time.
A judge of Los Angeles
Superior Court approved his name
change request Monday after the rapper filed a petition last month to officially go by his famous nickname.
Ye, who has no middle or last name,
cited personal reasons behind his decision to change his name in his petition.
The rapper has been using the
moniker as a nickname for several
years now. Infact, he named his eighth
album after the nickname in 2018 and
even goes by the abbreviated title on
Twitter.
That year, in a radio interview,
Kanye said, “I believe ‘ye’ is the most
commonly used word in the Bible, and
in the Bible it means you. So it’s I’m
you, I’m us, it’s us. It went from being
Kanye, which means the only one, to
just Ye being a reflection of our good,
our bad, our confused, our everything.”Last, in August, Ye released a
two-hour, 27-track album Donda,
which dropped after weeks of delay
and several stadium-filled public listening sessions.

I

thriller Dhaakad
halaivi is still alive
in public memory
and expectations
are high from
Tejas, Kangana
Ranaut’s upcoming film on a woman pilot
in the Indian Air Force, but
there’s no stopping the
actress.
She has announced on
social media that her
action-packed spy thriller,
Dhaakad, is releasing on
April 8, 2022.
Fans have been eagerly
awaiting the film since last
January, when the first
posters from it surfaced

T

online.
To announce Dhaakad,
Kangana took to Instagram
to share a symmetrical collage of her four looks from
the film as she gave a sneak
peek into the world of
Dhaakad'and what to expect
from the action flick.
Kangana captioned the
image with this description
of her character: “She is
fierce, feisty and fearless.
#AgentAgni is all geared up
to set the big screen on fire.
Bringing to you the action
spy thriller #Dhaakad that
will hit theatres on April 8,
2022!

Sarah Levy ties the knot
with Graham Outerbridge
chitt’s Creek star Sarah
Levy secretly married
actor-producer Graham
Outerbridge over the
weekend.
The 35-year-old actor
confirmed the news of her wedding
on Instagram on Monday.
“Bells are ringing,” Sarah captioned a photo of her and Graham,
39, inside the photo booth at the
reception.
According to Page Six, the ceremony was held on Saturday at the
Sunset Tower Hotel in West
Hollywood, California in the pres-

S

John Abraham-backed

Manike Mage Hithe singer to sing
Hindi version for Thank God

S

ri Lankan singer
Yohani, who became
a YouTube sensation
with her popular
song Manike Mage
Hithe, will be singing

the Bollywood version of the
viral song in Indra Kumar’s
Thank God. The film stars Ajay
Devgn, Sidharth Malhotra, and
Rakul Preet Singh in pivotal
roles. Yohani will be singing a

ence of close friends and family.
Sarah’s co-star and older brother,
Dan Levy, also shared the news on
his Instagram page with a photo of
the siblings rocking the dance floor.
“My sister got married this weekend. This is absolutely not a photo
of us screaming the lyrics to S Club
Party on the dance floor. Love you,
@sarahlevy,” Dan, 38, wrote in the
caption.
While Sarah and Graham never
confirmed their engagement, they
made their relationship Instagram
official in May 2018 while vacationing in Bermuda.

Tara Vs Bilal goes on floors
ctor John Abraham on
Monday announced his
upcoming production
Tara Vs Bilal has begun
filming in London.
Directed by
Samar Iqbal, the film features
actors Harshvardhan Rane
and Sonia Rathee. It is
reportedly a slice-of-life
story.
Abraham took to
Twitter and shared a
picture of the clapboard, writing,
“#TaraVsBilal begins.
Day 1. Directed by
#SamarIqbal”.
The 48-year-old actor has
previously backed films like
Vicky Donor, Madras Cafe,
Parmanu: The Story of Pokhran,
Batla House and this year’s Netflix
drama Sardar Ka Grandson.
The film is produced by TSeries, Abraham’s JA
Entertainment and TVB Films
Production.
The actor will be next seen in
the action movie Attack.

A

Hindi version of Manike Mage
Hithe, which will be composed
by Tanishk Bagchi. The lyrics of
the Hindi song are penned by
Rashmi Virag.
Confirming the same, director Indra Kumar said, “Yohani’s
song has become a super sensation and I am extremely thankful to Bhushanji for giving me
this blockbuster track to be part
of Thank God. We are all very
excited for this version and will
begin shooting soon for the
track.”
Yohani too, is elated to get the
opportunity to sing a Hindi
song for a Bollywood film. She
said, “I have received tremendous love and support from
India and am extremely grateful
to Bhushan Kumar, Indra
Kumar and the entire team of
Thank God for presenting the
Hindi version of my track in the
film. I am looking forward to
visiting India soon.”
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HOW DHRUV DEFINED TOGETHERNESS

THROUGH LITTLE THINGS
SHIKHA DUGGAL

t’s going to
physically hurt
to say good-bye
as finally, the
much-loved
romantic series
Little Things Season 4 on
Netflix, comes to an end.
The show has indeed
ended however, it may not
end for the couples who
have found love and fame
through it, they learnt
how to battle hardships in
a relationship from the
very realistic web series
based. ‘Dhruv’ and ‘Kavya’
will always live rent-free
in our hearts!
Dhruv Sehgal is all
emotional, given that he

I

created the show — it’s
like his own baby. It feels
as if he’s graduating from
college. Teaching us simplicity in a relationship,
the friendship it comes
with, how to build the levels of comfort, and how
one is better when together — Dhruv’s Little Things
Season 4 taught us so
much. Did he ever think
that it would eventually
become this big a hit?
“No, we never thought it
would grow to be this big.
If we had started out saying, ‘Yeh karenge, woh
karenge’, it would have felt
very artificial. Thankfully,
we didn’t think about all
of that,” he shares.
Perfection is not everything, acceptance and

companionship are
beyond this sham of perfection is another lesson
Dhruv’s character taught
us. He continues, “It’s
about overcoming the hiccups, how they’re now one
unit. They have stopped
questioning the idea of
love. It shouldn’t get to be
a point where everyone is
bored of it. Right now, it is
all wholesome. So we’re
ending it on a high note.”
Dhruv is currently
working on two shows.
Writing is where he connects with the characters,
with the world, and with
himself. It puts him in a
good space, he tells us.
“The genre was not new
and path-breaking, but the
idea of it being life-like

Chandan Sanyal
soars with Sanak

fter making a
mark in
India’s most
popular series,
actor
Chandan Roy
Sanyal hits the digital
scene as a maniacal villain in Vipul Amrutlal
Shah & Zee Studios’
Sanak — Hope Under
Seige. The versatile powerhouse garners an outpour of positive reviews
for his terror-evoking
performance in the film
directed by Kanishk
Varma, starring Vidyut
Jammwal, Rukmini
Maitra, and Neha
Dhupia also.
Establishing his command on his craft, the

A

Aashram actor has positioned himself as a credible performer with his
portrayal as Saju, a merciless and diabolical
hostage-taker who masterminds a siege over a
hospital. The common
thread in the unanimous
appreciation rained on
Chandan was the way he
dug into the villain’s
mental space. The actor
sat in the makeup chair
for over an hour as his
look required elaborate
makeup and prosthetics.
He also trained for a
month under the guidance of an American
action director and
learned rifle handling for
the hostage drama. If the

reviews are anything to
go by, the actor’s hard
work has paid off.
Trade expert Amul
Mohan says, “Chandan’s
terror-evoking performance in Sanak speaks
to his versatility. As an
actor, he’s as natural as
they come. The film captures his finesse as an
antagonist that had been
unexplored until now.”
Another trade expert,
Ramesh Bala said,
“Chandan Roy Sanyal
plays his ace as a bankable actor in Sanak. He
holds his own and
appears a merciless villain who makes the audience anxious about the
next ghastly thing he’s
going to do. His presence
and mannerisms are
effortlessly convincing.”
Grateful to have been
appreciated for the role,
he says, “I’m honoured
that so much appreciation has come by for
Sanak. It feels great and
rewarding to be reviewed
positively by the best in
the business. Raju
Solanki’s role allowed me
to go to the dark side
and I thank the producers for giving me the
opportunity to explore
my craft with such a
large-hearted film.”
Chandan’s upcoming
projects include Ashram
Season 2 and a few unannounced ventures.

and real, was. We wanted
to see love through the
lens of slice-of-life and not
through dramatic events.
To us, that was exciting
and challenging. And it
resonated with the audience,” the 31-year-old
actor adds.
Making the audiences
experience love, warmth
and tears, all at the same
time — the actor and
writer always wants to
write his characters with
empathy and honesty. The
grammar of screenwriting
has changed, but the basic
essence is the same for
him! We ask him how he
coped with the pandemic,
and he has an answer:
“Both, the show and
everyday little things like

making dal chawal are
how I was dealing with
pandemic anxiety. I was
focused on the small wins,
and that helped. Oh, also
my cat. She was my
favourite therapist. She
took care of me!”
Little Things undoubtedly showed how one can
be perfect even with the
many flaws, how one can
grow individually in a
relationship, and that
every problem can be
solved with a cup of ‘chai’!
It was a show that was
conversational, mature
and, one that openly
talked about relationships
of the urban youth —
‘Momo’ & ‘Biryani
Monster’ will always stay
in our hearts.

Skincare tips for new
mothers and their babies
hen you become a
mother, you tend
to forget about
your own needs
because you are so
focused on your
child. With the baby keeping
you busy all day and night,
your skincare takes a backseat.
It’s not always changes in
skin texture and looks postpregnancy are a bad thing,
but not taking care of your
skin may lead to acne, melasma, stretch marks, puffy eyes,
and even dark circles.
Syed Nazim,
Dermatologist, Aesthetic and
Hair Transplant Surgeon,
Royal Lush Skin Clinic Saket,
New Delhi, shares simple and
easy tips for you to follow, to
get a glowing post-pregnancy.
Cleansing: As you sleep,
your skin goes through a
renewal cycle, by dispensing
toxins and debris. So you
only need a light-textured
cleanser to wash your face
with a face wash that is suitable for your skin type.
Steam: Take steam for 2-3
days a week, it will help you
to open up your clogged
pores.
Scrub & face pack: Use a
face scrub, to remove the
dead skin cells, scrub your
face for like 5 minutes and
wash it with normal tap
water. It will help you to
make your skin softer and
radiant, leave the mask until
it dries off.
Toner & moisturiser: Apply
toner to your face, look for
clarifying toners that rebalance your pH to maintain the

W

pH value of your skin. In the
end, you only have to moisturize your face, to give
hydration.
Steal baby products: Baby
products are always mild in
nature so that the baby’s sensitive skin doesn’t have to
compromise. They are created to lock moisture in babies
skin. So, you can also use
them. Whether it’s a body oil,
lotion or cream, apply some
on your skin every time
you’re applying them on your
baby. If you do this, you can
flaunt your skin, this way,
you don’t have to dedicate a
specific time every day for
your skincare.
Keep all skincare needs in
one place: Organise all your
skincare products in one
place, this organization will
help you way much better
than anything. Make use of
your “me time” and devote it
properly to pamper yourself.
Streaming your routine:
Make a proper timetable, for
your week how many days
you are going to deep cleanse
your skin in a week.
If we talk about the baby
skincare routine this is
important too. As the baby’s
skin is too sensitive and they
are interacting with such a
harsh environment — pollution, high temperature etc.
Don’t worry there are some
simple and easy enough tips.
Here, what you should know,
with regards to bath, diapering, selecting items and that’s
just the beginning.
Bath time: Babies need two
to three baths a week in
warm, not hot water to stay
clean. The initial step to an

extraordinary child shower is
to track down the ideal temperature. Tip: Fill the bath
without any more than 2 to 3
creeps of water. To keep your
child from getting cold while
you wash them, routinely
pour cupfuls of water over
their shoulders.
Diaper basics: There are a lot
of things you’ll have to do for
your little one when they’re
an infant, like changing your
baby’s diaper regularly, cleaning tenderly however completely each time with child
wipes. Make the surface saturated yet dry simultaneously
as well.
There are countless myths
around diaper rashes that it is
caused because of the usage
of diapers. But no, it is due to
a lack of attention and
knowledge about the correct
time to change the diaper.
Else it will get worse for your
child.
Awareness of products:
Always read the product label
before purchasing products
for your infant. It's ideal to
avoid chemical and alcoholbased products. Use products
that are made explicitly for
infants.
Newborn babies are so delicate, requiring a lot of care
and attention. A single mistake or slip of mind can
make things worse. Keep
your infant’s skin saturated,
as well, so consistently have a
stockpile of moisturisers
around. But excessive oil can
cause cradle caps, and dryness can create painful scenarios. If your child is facing
such issues you need to consult a certified dermatologist.

Making seniors tech-savvy
The senior
living industry
is on the
brink of a
technological
revolution,
says Kanishka
Acharya
n 2021, technology
and adaptation have
become intrinsic to
having a higher
quality of life. Senior
citizens can now
upload prescriptions, speak to
doctors, and stay in touch with
family and friends at the touch
of a button. However, these
small adaptations are only
beginning to scratch the surface of what technology can do
for senior living.
This may sound dramatic,
but it’s not an overstatement —
senior citizens as a whole community have been among the
slowest to adopt new technology, and unlike other branches
of the industry, senior living or
eldercare as it is referred to in
India has not historically been
pushed by its customer base to
adopt a better tech, largely due
to the small user base and a
largely fragmented service
offered by players, most of
them with simple band-aid
solutions to existing pain

I

points. That’s a problem.
anomalies is critical.
those affected with diabetes
Senior-care providers can only
IOT will play a big role in
related partial or complete
deliver on wellness to the
creating meaningful solutions
blindness, equipped with
extent that they’re able to get a
to later life living — devices
embedded triple layer chip
complete view of their clients
that can detect sleep patterns,
designs with gyros and sensors,
to make decisions based on the resting and variable heart rates
can change the quality of life
whole person.
through embedded chips in
dramatically.
But the tides are turning. As
mattresses to co-relate it with
Since the start of the pantech companies recognise the
day-time data, that is being
demic, there has been a 20 per
huge potential to transform the
noncent increase in falls for seniors
$740 billion senior-care market
living in unsupervised condiand tech-savvy boomers
tions. With social distancing
enter retirement in
guidelines in effect and a
growing numbers,
limit on visitors,
the stage is set for
seniors are spending
a total industry
more time alone
revamp.
and unsuperThe big
vised in their
hurdle
homes. This
most
is especially
techproblematnologies
ic for
that can
seniors
make a
with
differneuro
ence
degenerto
ative
senior
condiliving
tions,
face
who
now is
were
unifying
already
their
falling
DEVICES THAT HELP WITH NAVIGATION FOR THOSE
many
twice as
AFFECTED WITH DIABETES RELATED PARTIAL OR
siloed sysoften as
tems. While
seniors withCOMPLETE BLINDNESS, EQUIPPED WITH EMBEDDED
we are capout dementia.
CHIP DESIGNS WITH GYROS AND SENSORS,
turing data
As we look
from multiple
ahead to 2022, fall
CAN CHANGE THE QUALITY OF LIFE
devices, these techprevention will conDRAMATICALLY.
nologies aren’t talking
tinue to be a top concern
to each other — EHRs, for
in senior living. More often
example, that don’t take to a
than not, this is a sentinel event
calendar system or medical
intru- that changes the course of life.
records systems. More imporTo help solve this challenge, an
tantly where is all this data
sively being captured, can help
AI-enabled sensor and beacon
going? The need for a robust
clinicians and care companies
system to detect falls of indidata analytics platform that is
make better decisions and
viduals with dementia is set up.
training an AI /ML engine to
improve overall health. Devices It will result in up to 40 per
create patterns and detect
that help with navigation for
cent fewer falls and up to a 80

per cent reduction in fall-related ER visits.
What is often lost in the in
this maze of technology innovation is the need to develop
and implement tech that makes
an actual difference in daily living, whether it’s improving the
quality in performing activities
of daily living (ADL’s) or
restoring the dignity to seniors
in the entire caregiver-care
receiver interaction. This is
something that not much
attention has been given to so
far. A big issue with the prebaby boomer generation is the
reluctance or inability to tech
adoption. Trying to force adoption through wearable health
devices, trackers, and so on,
seldom achieve the desired outcomes. Technology will have to
be seamlessly woven into their
lives to make a credible difference; another important case
can be seen in the instance of
adult incontinence. This affects
nearly 51 per cent of seniors
aged 65 and older, and the only
existing solution has been invasive surgeries or adult diapers
to navigate daily living. If we
could create a sensor-based
patch that can record and communicate, in advance, that an
individual’s bladder or bowels
are full, it would restore agency
to both the individual and their
caregiver.
Hence, it is vital to develop
non-intrusive tech that can
dramatically improve the quality of life and restore dignity in
later life living, monitor client
health, and deliver better care.
(The author is the founder
and CEO of Welldercare,
lifestyle as service retirement
model for senior living.)
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Scotland
beat
PNG
for
second
win
in
a
row
Inch closer to Super 12s
PTI n AL AMERAT (OMAN),

Sindhu
winning
return

R

ichie Berrington slammed a strokefilled 70 while Josh Davey snapped
four wickets as Scotland inched
closer to the Super 12s with a comfortable 17-run win over Papua New Guinea
in their Group B match of the ICC T20
World Cup on Tuesday.
Scotland grabbed the top position in
Group B with two wins having shocked
Bangladesh in their opening game.
Berrington put on 92 runs off 65 balls
with Matthew Cross (45) before adding

makes

Srikanth, Sameer too advance at Denmark Open
PTI n ODENSE

Sindhu should prioritise winning

eturning to action after a
break, double Olympic
R
medallist P V Sindhu saw off All England title, says Padukone
Turkey’s Neslihan Yigit in
straight games to join compatriots Kidambi Srikanth and
Sameer Verma in the second
round of the Denmark Open
here on Tuesday.
Sindhu, the reigning
world champion, took 30 minutes to get across Yigit, ranked
29th, 21-12 21-10 in her
women’s singles opener of the
BWF World Tour Super 1000
tournament.
The fourth seeded Indian,
who had skipped the
Sudirman Cup and Uber Cup
Final after the Tokyo
Olympics, will next face
Thailand’s
Busanan
Ongbamrungphan.
Former
champion
Srikanth and Sameer also
made winning starts to their
men’s singles campaigns at
the USD 850,000 event.
While Srikanth, who had
claimed the title in 2017, outsmarted compatriot B Sai
Praneeth 21-14 21-11 in 30
minutes, Sameer, ranked 28th,
prevailed over Thailand’s
world no 21 Kunlavut
Vitidsarn 21-17 21-14 in a 42minute clash.
World no 14 Srikanth will
meet world no 1 and top
seeded Japanese Kento
Momota in the second round,
while Sameer is likely to face
Denmark’s third seed Anders
Antonsen in the next round.
Indian men’s doubles players, however, had a mixed day
in office. While Satwiksairaj
Rankireddy and Chirag Shetty
defeated English pair of

PTI n MUMBAI

ndia ace PV Sindhu is curIplayer
rently the best badminton
in the world but she
should prioritise winning
the
All
England
Championship, which is the
only trophy missing from her
illustrious cabinet, said the
legendary Prakash Padukone
on Tuesday.
Sindhu, a double
Olympic medallist and the
reigning world champion,
has won medals in almost all
big-ticket events but the All
England trophy has eluded
her so far.
Padukone, India’s first
All England champion, said
Sindhu should plan her
schedule in such a way that
she is in the best possible
shape for winning the prestigious title.
Callum Hemming and Steven
Stallwood 23-21 21-15 in their
opener, MR Arjun and Dhruv
Kapila stunned England’s
world no 17 pair of Ben Lane
and Sean Vendy 21-19 21-15
to make a positive start to
their campaign.
But Manu Attri and B
Sumeeth Reddy lost 18-21
11-21 to Malaysia’s Goh Sze
Fei and Nur Izzuddin in the
opening round to bow out of
the competition.
World no 7 Sindhu, who
had claimed a bronze at Tokyo
Games to go with her Rio sil-

“If I was in her (Sindhu’s)
place, I would do that (prioritise the tournament). That
is one title, which is missing
from her ... otherwise I think
she has done a fantastic job,”
Padukone said after launching the PSM Badminton
Coaching Programme at the
National Sports Club of
India.
“...probably she is the
best badminton player, she
has won ever ything:
Olympics,
World
Championship, five medals.
All England is one which is
not in her (winners list trophies),” he told reporters
here on Tuesday.
Sindhu had become the
first Indian woman to claim
two Olympic medals when
she won the bronze at Tokyo
Games to go with her silver
at Rio five years ago.
ver medal, hardly broke any
sweat during her opening
contest against Yigit.
The Indian was up 5-4
and then kept moving ahead
to comfortably pocket the
opening game.
The second game was no
different as Sindhu erased a 13 deficit to grab a 10-4 lead.
Yigit made it 9-10 before the
Indian held a two-point
advantage at the break.
After the interval, it was a
one-way traffic as Sindhu
sealed the contest without
much ado.

another 33 with Calum MacLeod (10)
as Scotland posted a challenging 165
for 9 after opting to bat.
Kyle Coetzer’s men then produced
a splendid bowling effort to skittle out
PNG for 148 in 19.3 overs with
Davey (4/18) emerging as the standout bowler.
PNG thus made an early exit to
their maiden campaign at the T20
World Cup following the second successive loss. They had lost to Oman by
10 wickets in their tournament
opener.

I

ndia’s most celebrated cueist,
Pankaj Advani (PSPB) neatly constructed a brilliant 121
points effort as he rallied splendidly from the loss of the opening two frames to prevail over
Dhvaj Haria (PSPB) 4-2 and
record his fourth successive
win in the Men’s ‘Y’ Camp (1st
leg) round-robin league matches of the World Snooker
Qualifiers, a BSFI National
Selection Tournament on
Tuesday.
The 36-year-old India No.
2 Advani, started hesitantly and
the left-handed Dhvaj cashed on

the opportunities to take a 2-0
lead. But, the cool and calculated Advani, winner of multiple

SINGLES
FRED GOODALL, UMPIRE IN STORMY
WINDIES SERIES, NO MORE
Welington: New Zealand cricket umpire Fred
Goodall, who was at the center of a famously ill-tempered test series between New Zealand and the West
Indies in 1980, has died. He was 83. His death was
announced Tuesday by New Zealand Cricket, which
did not specify a cause. Goodall stood in 24 test
matches and 15 one-day internationals between 1965
and 1988. He is best remembered in cricket for his
part in the contentious second test at Lancaster Park,
Christchurch in February 1980, when he was
barged by West Indies fast bowler Colin Croft.

World titles, showed his class as
he turned on the magic in
compiling a stupendous run

DOUBTING WARNER AN ABSOLUTE NO-N
NO: MAXWELL

IANS n AL AMERAT

angladesh
captain
Mahmudullah won the
B
toss and opted to bat against
Oman in the 6th match of ICC
Men’s T20 World Cup 2021 at
the Al Amerat Cricket
Ground, here on Tuesday.
Bangladesh, who suffered
a shocking six-run defeat to
Scotland in the last game,
made one change in their
team as Mohammad Naim
came in place of Soumya
Sarkar.
“Going to have a bat, put
some runs on the board and
try to defend it. Dew is a factor and it’s been in our consideration. But we’d like to have

a good total on the board.
Batting wise we didn’t build
enough partnerships. Today’s
another opportunity,” said
Mahmudullah at the toss.
On the other hand, Oman,
who won their last match
against PNG, also made one

THERE IS NO CSK WITHOUT DHONI,
SAYS N SRINIVASAN
New Delhi: Former BCCI president and India
Cements Ltd (ICL) vice-chairman N Srinivasan has
showered praise on Chennai Super Kings’ captain
MS Dhoni, saying “there is no CSK without Dhoni”.
Just to refresh the reader’s mind, ICL owned the CSK
from the start of IPL in 2008 till 2014, when the ownership was transferred to Chennai Super Kings
Cricket Ltd, a subsidiary of ICL. The Super Kings
are the IPL 2021 champion for the fourth time,
thanks to Dhoni’s leadership.

change, replacing Khawar Ali
with Fayyaz Butt for this game.
“Happy to bowl. Just one
thing — have to keep them to
a low total. We have pressure
from the first game, not this
game,” said Oman skipper
Zeeshan Maqsood at the toss.

Harbhajan Singh, Javagal Srinath
awarded MCC life membership

PTI n LONDON

ndia’s Harbhajan Singh and Javagal Srinath were
IMarylebone
on Tuesday awarded life membership of the
Cricket Club (MCC), joining 16 other
cricketers who were given the honour this year.
The MCC, based at Lord’s, is the custodian of
cricket laws. Harbhajan and Srinath both enjoyed
fine international careers. Harbhajan is India’s

which drew loud cheers and
applause from the goodly
crowds as he went on to win the
third frame and get back into
the match.
That three-figure break, the
highest break so far in the competition, seemed to have
knocked the fight out of Haria
as the Bengaluru-based Advani
went on to comfortable win the
next three frames to complete a
satisfying 29-74, 31-79,
121(121)-00, 69-14, 69-03 and
72-17 win.
On Monday night, Advani
had defeated Pushpender Singh
(RSPB) 4-1 (68(51)-34, 86-01,
00-86(86), 120(84)-11, 61-25)

third-highest wicket-taker in Tests, with 417 dismissals in 103 Tests and more than 700 plus international wickets across formats. Srinath, currently an ICC Elite Panel Match Referee, is one of the
greatest fast bowlers with 315 ODI wickets and
236 Test victims. “Eight of the 12 Test-playing
nations are represented within this year’s list, which
includes some of the most recognisable names in
the modern game,” said the MCC in a statement.
England’s leading Test run-scorer Alastair
Cook, is joined by fellow countrymen Ian Bell and
Marcus Trescothick, totalling more than 39,000
international runs between them.
A fourth England star, Sarah Taylor, returned
to the field this year, appearing in the Rachael
Heyhoe Flint Trophy, Charlotte Edwards Cup and
The Hundred, and is recognised as one of the
finest wicket-keepers of her generation.

win, the organisers informed in
a release on Tuesday.
Meanwhile, National champions Aditya Mehta (Men) and
Vidya Pillai (Women) both suffered setbacks. The 35-yearold Mehta (PSPB) came lost to
Dhvaj Haria (PSPB) who played
steadily to clinch a 4-2 (13-87,
79-39, 44-55, 82-00, 67-01, 7136) victory late on Monday.
However, Mehta regained his
winning form and with breaks
of 83 (2nd frame), 72 (4th), and
56 (5th) defeated Pushpender
Singh (RSPB) 4-1 (55-19,
98(83)-00, 56-65(46), 129(72)00 and 69(56)-33) to keep his
qualifying hopes alive.

Abu Dhabi: Doubting David Warner “is an absolute no-no,”
says Australia all-rounder Glenn Maxwell who is confident
that the out-of-form opener will turn things around in the T20
World Cup. Warner has been woefully out-of-form with his
IPL franchise Sunrisers Hyderabad removing him from captaincy in May before dropping him from the playing XI for
the second time this year during the second leg. He scored 0
and 2 in the two games he played for Sunrisers in the UAE
which was followed by a first-ball duck for Australia in the
warm up match against New Zealand on Monday. “If you ever
doubt Davey, it’s an absolute no-no,” Maxwell was quoted a
saying by ‘ESPNCricinfo’.”You know he’s going to turn it around.
He’s a superstar of all three formats. He’s made so many runs.
He’s going to go down as one of the greats of the game.” Warner
heads into the World Cup having not played an international match in the shortest format for over a year but despite that
he has the backing of his teammates including white-ball skipper Aaron Finch.

LOVE HAVING DHONI IN DRESSING ROOM
AS HE BRINGS SENSE OF CALM: KL RAHUL
Dubai: Picking Mahendra Singh Dhoni’s brain is on KL Rahul’s
checklist for the next few weeks as he wants to utilise every bit
of advice from Team India’s mentor, who, according to the opener, always instils a sense of calm into the dressing room. Rahul,
who is all set to open with Rohit Sharma in the T20 World Cup
where India will start against Pakistan on Sunday, said that there
couldn’t have been a better “mentor” than Dhoni in what promises to be a tough journey. “Obviously, MS Dhoni (being) back
with the team feels amazing because we have played under him
and we have looked towards him as a mentor even when he
was our captain,” Rahul, who scored a fine half-century in the
warm-up game against England, said during a Clubhouse session on 10 years of Red Bull Campus Cricket.

WILL PROBABLY BOWL IN NEXT WARM-U
UP MATCH
AGAINST INDIA, SAYS STOINIS
Dubai: Australia all-rounder Marcus Stoinis has said that his
hamstring is on the path of recovery and he will probably bowl
in the next warm-up match against India on Wednesday.
Stoinis, who opted out of Australia’s T20 tours of the West
Indies and Bangladesh, suffered an untimely hamstring injury
in the IPL 2021. He spent three weeks on the sidelines, returning as a batter in Delhi Capital’s season-ending loss to Kolkata
in the playoffs. The all-rounder scored 28 from 23 balls in
Australia’s three-wicket win over New Zealand on Monday in
a warm-up match in Abu Dhabi, but he didn’t bowl. “The
hammy is good and it’s tracking pretty well. It feels like it’s on
the right track and it’s ready to go. I’ll probably bowl in that
next game,” Stoinis was quoted as saying by cricket.com.au.
Agencies

Hardik, not bowling will not impact Indian women’s football
team faces Swedish top tier
India’s chances, feels Kapil Dev
side in friendly match today
balls) played as a specialist batsIANS n NEW DELHI

L

egendary cricketer Kapil Dev
has opined that all-rounder
Hardik Pandya not bowling will
not impact Team India’s chances
at the ICC T20 World Cup.
However, he added that it will
affect the “combination and the
options” for Virat Kohli.
Kapil’s comments came after
Hardik refrained from bowling
in India’s warm-up match
against England, which the
Men-in-Blue won on Monday.
Kohli used five full-time bowling options and they conceded
188 runs. Hardik (12* off 10

man.
“An all-rounder always
makes a massive difference to a
team. Hardik not bowling will
not impact India’s chances, but
it will make a difference in
terms of Kohli’s options. If an allrounder is available for both, it
enhances the captain’s ability to
rotate bowlers and gives him the
extra option to fall back on,”
Kapil Dev told Sportskeeda.
“In Hardik’s case, India
should be okay given the talent
in the team, but him bowling
even two overs will obviously
lend more flexibility,” he added.

Once having cycled across 17 nations SAFF Championships
67-YR-OLD MAYURE ON MISSION
KASHMIR TO KANYAKUMARI

IN-FFORM AMANDEEP EYE GOOD
OUTING AT 11TH LEG OF HERO WPGT
Panchkula: In-form Amandeep Drall will look to
continue her impressive run when she competes at
the 11th leg of the Hero Women’s Pro Golf Tour at
the Panchkula Golf Club beginning on Wednesday.
The Kapurthala golfer, who has gained a lot of confidence with a string of events in Europe, was in
excellent form in the 10th leg where she was a runaway winner and closed the week with a ladies course
record 7-under 65 on the last day. Two other players showing a lot of confidence on their return from
the European sojourn are Vani Kapoor and Gaurika
Bishnoi, who are also in the field.

in its first global appearance.
Earlier, Berrington slammed three
sixes along with six hits to the fence during his 49-ball stay to set the foundation
for a big score but PNG put brakes in the
last three overs, conceding only 19 runs
and taking six wickets in the process.
Kabua Morea (4/31) and Chad Soper
(3/24) were the most successful bowlers
for PNG.
Goerge Munsey smashed three fours
to give Scotland a flying start but Morea
castled skipper Coetzer at the other end
in the third over to deal the first blow.
Munsey too perished soon while trying to muscle a delivery from Soper as
Scotland slipped to 26 for 2 in 3.4 overs.

T20 World Cup: Bangladesh win T20WorldCupwindow
toss, opt to bat against Oman

World Snooker Qualifiers: Pankaj Advani shines with 121-point effort
IANS n MUMBAI

Chasing 166 to win, PNG needed
their batters to fire but they couldn’t get
any momentum and were soon reduced
to 35 for 5 in 6 overs.
Norman Vanua (47) and Kiplin
Doriga (18) then fought back
adding 53 off 29 balls to
raise hopes but Watt
broke the partnership dismissing
the latter in the
17th over.
Davey then
returned to remove
Vanua to dash PNG’s
slim hopes of a
maiden victory

PTI n NEW DELHI

aving once paddled across
H
17 nations and 15,000 kilometres to reach Athens back in
2004, veteran Maharashtra
cyclist Sanjay Mayure has
embarked on ‘Bharat Darshan’
as he has undertaken a challenge
to cycle from Kashmir to
Kanyakumari in two months.
A renowned cyclist from
Maharashtra’s Vidarbha region
67-year-old Mayure reached
New Delhi on Tuesday after having started his mission from
Srinagar’s Lal Chowk on
October 8.
From Delhi, Mayure will be
heading to Gwalior followed by

Nagpur and then off to
Hyderabad. From Hyderabad,
he will be reaching Bengaluru
before the final stretch which
consists of three cities —
Madurai, Ramanathapuram
and Rameswaram covering
around 4,100 kms.
Mayure is expected to cover
this distance in the next two
months. “I think age is just a
number. It is very easy to give
excuses to avoid difficult tasks.
Cycling has been my passion
right from childhood. It kept me
healthy and busy at this age too,”
said Mayure, who had some
years back retired as Nayab
Tahsildar of revenue department
at DM’s office.

Asked how he manages his
accommodation as there is a fair
amount of expense associated
with this kind of a journey
across India. “I have never taken
money and mostly managed on
my own. I have spent lot of
nights at Gurdwaras and ate the
langar food and at times stayed
in Mandirs where I have survived on prasad. Some places
where I have no option, I stay at
budget hotels to cut costs. But
this is my passion and I can’t ask
for money from anyone,” said
Mayure, who hails from a small
town Buldana, which is 50 kms
from Ajanta, Ellora Caves.
Mayure, who won several
cycling races in his younger days
and earned the reward of
‘Ghatacha Raja’ (King of Ghats),
was 50 years old when he had
cycled across 17 countries to
encourage Indian Olympians
during the Athens edition.
So how does he manage
costs and Mayure revealed a story
of passion. “My wife is a retired
SBI officer, my son is also working in a bank and my daughterin-law is a teacher. I can’t tell how
much my wife encourages me. I
save my pension money and then
use it for these trips.

title not a ‘special success’
Aim is to qualify for 2023 Asian Cup: Coach

PTI n NEW DELHI

ndia winning the SAFF
Iis not
Championships for an eighth time
a “special success” as the country is dominant in the South Asian
region and the bigger aim is to do well
in the 2023 Asian Cup qualification,
national football team head coach
Igor Stimac said on Wednesday.
India won the regional tournament
after beating Nepal 3-0 in the final in
Male on Saturday to hand Stimac his
first trophy as in-charge of the team.
“I don’t consider it (the SAFF
title) as a special success because it
is normal that India wins when it
goes to SAFF but it demonstrates that
we are very dominant in this competition and we can progress in our
game a lot more,” Stimac said at a
virtual interaction. He, however, admitted that his team was
under a lot of “result pressure”
after drawing Bangladesh (11) and Sri Lanka (0-0) in the
first two round-robin league
matches.
The results had put
India in danger of
going out of reckoning for the final. India
then beat Nepal 1-0
and hosts Maldives
3-1 in must-win
matches before out-

playing the Himalayan country 3-0
in the summit clash to stamp their
authority.
“It was obviously a difficult situation we found after the first two
matches but they looked bad only
because of the results. There was no
big difference in approach, the numbers and statistics, we had enough
shoots, scoring chances, movement
and energy by players.
“We scored sometimes and didn’t score sometimes and that made
the difference. So, we had a lot of
results pressure on our shoulders but
we dealt with it the way it should be
and in the end we won the trophy
which was really important.” Stimac
was speaking from Bengaluru after
his return from Maldives and he is
leaving for Dubai Tuesday night with
the U-23 national team, which he
has taken charge of for the 2022
Asian U-23 Championships
qualifiers in the UAE from
October 25 to 31.
The Croatian gaffer
said that the side’s aim
is to make it to the
2023 Asian Cup for
which the qualification
third
round is set to
begin
early
February next
year.

PTI n STOCKHOLM

ith three recent internaW
tional wins under its
belt, a confident Indian
women’s football team will
take on Swedish top tier league
side Hammarby IF in a friendly match here on Wednesday.
This is the first of
the two friendlies the Indian
team will play in the
Scandinavian country.
The team played four
matches against UAE (4-1),
Tunisia (0-1), Bahrain (5-0)
and Chinese Taipei (1-0) as
part
of
preparations
for next year’s women’s AFC
Asian Cup.
“It’s a big challenge for us
in Sweden, but the girls are
motivated to give their best in
every game,” said goalkeeper
Aditi Chauhan on the eve of
the match.
“It’s often about who wants
more on the pitch, and our
girls are certainly pumped up
after the results that we have
had recently,” she added.
The Indian team under
Swedish coach Thomas
Dennerby scored 10 goals in
the four international friendly games while conceding only
one to register three wins and
one loss.
“These games have been
very helpful for the team. They
helped us reflect on the team
and individual performances.
These matches helped us look
at our strengths and weaknesses,” another player Dalima
Chhibber said.
“As a team, we are focused
on building up to the AFC
Women’s Asian Cup next year,
and competitive matches like
these help us plan for the
areas where we need to
improve.” Chhibber said that
the team is working hard to
adapt to the philosophy that
coach Dennerby is trying to
inculcate in the team.
“We are working with a
new coaching philosophy both
on and off the field. The preparations for the flagship tournament is going on in full swing,”
she said.
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WILL MAKE MORE FILMS
ON TELUGUNESS AND INDIAN
CULTURE: REVANTH

Prithviraj to
play villain
in Salaar?

umours were rife that
a popular Malayalam
actor will join
Prabhas’ Salaar.
We now hear that
Prithviraj Sukumara,
one of the busiest actors in the
Malayalam film industry, will
be cast in Salaar opposite
Prabhas.
If the ongoing reports are to
be believed, Prithviraj
Sukumaran will play the villain
in Prashanth Neel’s directorial
venture Salaar. An official confirmation regarding the same is
awaited.
Prithviraj reportedly shares a

R

K RAMYA SREE

N

good rapport with the KGF
director Prashanth Neel, who
also reportedly purchased the
Malayalam theatrical rights of
Prashanth Neel’s KGF: Chapter
2.
Salaar, which is being shot
in both Telugu and Kannada, is
being funded by Hombale
films with Shruti Haasan as the
female lead.
The film will have its theatrical release in 2022.
On the other side, Prabhas is
waiting for the release of his
upcoming romantic film Radhe
Shyam which has Pooja Hegde
as the leading lady.

Aha plans big
for Samantha
amantha Ruth Prabhu,
who was last seen in The
Family Man 2, is at her
highest on the professional front. She was recently
enlisted among the Forbes
Most Influential Women of south
Indian Cinema — 2021.
The latest we hear is that the
actress, who already has signed
two films, is in talks with a
popular OTT platform Aha
for a new project.
Earlier, Aha had
Samantha host a
celebrity talk show titled
Sam Jam, where the
actress engaged with
celebrity guests in
conversations that
became instant hits.
Reports now suggest

S

atyam, a self-produced film starring
popular dancer Sandhya Raju, has
been creating all the hype for the past
week. Thanks to the Mega family coming all out in support of the actressdancer and the film. The film, directed by
Revanth Korukonda and produced under
the banner of Nishrinkala Film, will hit
the big screens on October 22.
The director, ahead of the film’s
release, chats about the film, the
making of Natyam, and more.
Revanth, who belongs to
Anakapalle of Vishakapatnam in
Andhra Pradesh, studied in
America.
His love for movies and writing
brought him back to his motherland, and focus on what he loves the
most — writing. He shares, “I like
writing stories. I like movies like
Vithalacharya very much. There are
many stories with a mythological background. I wanted to talk about such things
in my own way, and so I made Natyam.
Dance is a form of art that can tell beautiful
stories and I wanted to make a good Telugu
movie based on this art form.”
The director-writer said he read a lot of
books before writing the story for this film
that is based completely on classical dance.
“When I wanted to make a film on dance,
one person that came to my mind was K
Vishwanath garu (director, screenwriter, and actor known for his
works films like Aadavari
Matalaku Arthale Verule) I read a
book called Natyasastram. In it, the
Brahma thinks a man will listen to things
only if conveyed in the form of stories. So he
chooses dance as his medium to tell stories.
That is why dance is called acting. So I wrote
this story about dance, a village, riots in a village, and more,” says Revanth.
The story of the film goes like… ‘A teacher
wants to change the superstitions in the village through dance. He tells that story to a
young girl who is learning dance, but he stops
sharing the story midway. Since the girl connected strongly to the story, she wanted to
know the entire story. Will she ever fully learn
the entire story? Will the people in the
town change?’ Natyam unfolds all of
these events in its story.
Revanth has also been a cameraman, editor, and director
for this film. When asked
how he managed to don three
roles at once, he shares, “I come
from a short films’ background. We have to
do everything ourselves there. That’s where I
learned to multitask. I also learned how to use
light and gained some technical and creative
knowledge. I believe the film came out well
with these combined efforts.”
But how did Sandhya Raju came on board
this film? He answers, “Sandhya is the main
pillar of the film. I narrated this story to many
people. Everyone loved it, but everyone felt
that only a professional dancer could do jus-

that the OTT platform is planning a
bigger association with Samantha.
The plan is to roll out a web series
with the actress playing a central role
in it.
Samantha’s upcoming movies
include a love story under
Shantharuban’s direction. She has
also signed another movie to be
made by director duo Hari and
Harish. And now, if the makers of
Aha’s untitled web series get a nod
from Samantha, they propose to start
shooting as early as possible.
The actress, meanwhile, has
wrapped up shooting for the talkie
part of Gunasekhar’s mythological
magnum opus, Shaakunthalam. The
dubbing of the film has been
wrapped up and the makers are now
busy with the post-production formalities.

tice to my story. I have worked with Sandhya
Raju for a short film earlier. I told Sandhya
that I was keen on doing my first film on classical dance. When I narrated the story to her,
she liked my confidence in the story, that's
how she joined us. She is also one of the reasons why this film came out so well. She was
very supportive, not only as a producer but
also as a technician.”
Natyam is also filled with some commercial
drama elements and contains all emotions,
cinematic elements, he says.
Revanth is elated that people like Ram
Charan and Chiranjeevi have been supporting
this film. “My dream is to make films that
evoke Teluguness and express Indian culture.
I will make a similar film soon,” Revanth
signs off.

Natyam earns
Chiru's praise

fter Ram Charan graced the prerelease event of the film and spoke
well about the film Natyam, on
Tuesday, Megastar Chiranjeevi was all
praises about the film. He said, “Natyam
made me feel good. Dance is telling a
story in a beautiful and visually appealing
manner. Revanth and Sandhya Raju have
done exactly that. It is a pleasure to see
such a film being made in times when
most have been forgetting their customs,
traditions, and art. I wholeheartedly
appreciate this effort. Sandhya Raju too
deserves a pat for making such a film.
Coming from a well-established family,
Sandhya’s dedication to conveying a good
message, instead of chasing money, is
laudable. I’m sure this film will reach millions of people. I sincerely want this film
to be a hit. The movie industry is always
divided as ‘before Shankarabharanam’
and ‘after Shankarabharanam’. There is
nothing new to be told today about how
popular Shankarabharanam was. That's a
classic movie. I hope Natyam will be that
popular.”

A

VASTUNNA
VACHESTUNNA
COMING SOON

F

ilmmaker
Sekhar
Kammula,
who is basking in the
success of his most
recent film Love Story,
launched the first look
of the title of the film
Vastunna
Vachestunna. The film
that is being directed
by Devi Prasad C, has
actors Karthik Raju
and Mishti
Chakraborty playing
the lead roles.

Anasuya lashes out at Kota Srinivasa Rao
eteran actor
Kota
Srinivasa
Rao’s comments on
actoranchor Anasuya has
netizens divided on the
controversy. While
some have been supporting Anasuya, few
others have been
attacking her on social
media. Recently, during an interview, the
veteran actor,
while praising her
performance
alleged that he
doesn’t like the
way Anasuya
dresses up in

V

a popular comedy
show. Angered with
such comments coming from a senior
artist, Anasuya
Bharadwaj, on
Tuesday, took to her
Twitter to speak her
heart out.
In a series of tweets,
Anasuya said, “So let
me just clear the mist
for you guys. All those
who have been talking
about what women
should wear in the past
or now are only so
weak and polluted in
their heads that rather
than teaching themselves to guide/control
their s*xual feelings or

not fuelling their male
chauvinism. They
imposed/impose these
mindless dress codes
on women. They slut
shame women to cover
their himbo thoughts.
I want to believe
today’s men are much
more logical and brave
and sensible and righteous. Please prove me
right.”
Terming Kota
Srinivasa Rao’s comments as very low and
unnecessary, the
actress said that she
respects Kota as an
actor, but his comments have stooped
too low.

